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Abstract

Studies on genomic sequences for classification and taxonomic identification have
a leading role in the biomedical field and in the analysis of biodiversity. Recently,
alignment-free techniques are gaining more importance because they are able to
overcome the drawbacks of sequence alignment techniques.In this project the Prob-
abilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSA) is used. This technique, applied on
DNA sequences representing the documents, exploits the frequency of fixed-length
k-mers and builds a generative model for a training group of sequences.



Notation

R Real Numbers.

⊕ Direct Sum.

⊗ Direct Product.

<,> Scalar Product.

· Scalar Product.

∼ Distributed.

∈ A element which belongs to a set.

Multinom Multinomial Distribution.
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Chapter 1

Overview

Bioinformatics research needs powerful and precise methods to infer reliable conclu-
sions. PLSA methods can be classified in the border of probabilistic and algebraic
disciplines. Since interpretation is done in statistical sense, most of the used tools
are in the field of numerical linear algebra. Moreover, data sets are messy and big
data methods should be employed for faster and high quality results.

1. Data description and method

Accurately labelling gene code segments provides relevant information about bio-
logical functions roles. Clustering methods reveals associated information structure.
While more accurate procedures are required to perform this task, PLSA provides
statistical sense.

PLSA was introduced by Hoffman [2] as text classifying improvement to LSA in
2002. As computing capabilities increases, has been applied to image recognition
and bioinformatics purposes. Formal similarities between data sets means that
there is no methodological difference between different studies scopes. In addition,
the terminology used in different fields inherited Hoffman nomenclature. Only a
few no-relevant differences are introduced.

In genetics a genome or several genomes are given as data. To retrieve information
about genomic code function some pieces, called kmers, are taken into account.
Code segments within in a genome expression associated to biochemical, biological
or related focus functions are targeted. This provides the objective PLSA data
set. Those are frequency tables which counts kmers occurrences. The objective is
to classify it according certain common characteristics, and a method capable to
discover hidden variables should be employed. In fact, several methods based on
positive matrix decomposition could perform this task. But statistical sense is re-
quired to inferred conclusions. PLSA is the method that fullfies those requirements.

While counting occurrences of kmers over annotations codification systems can
be written as a matrix, linear algebra procedures can reveal meaningful hidden
variables in a descriptive sense. If frequency table is re-written as a probabilities
occurrences set by dividing each element for the rows or columns amount statistical
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2 1. OVERVIEW

sense will appear providing distribution functions to inferring conclusions. Perform-
ing these benefits justify the application of a computationally expensive method.

2. DNA sequences

The DNA sequence is a linear polymer build up by four monomers: adenine (A),
cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). Chemically are nitrogenous bases and
contains deoxyribose (sugar) and phosphates. They constitute the bases. Three
bases is a protein, and a set of proteins of undefined length specified is a gene.
Hydrogen bridges ensures bases and gene union to perform DNA chains. A whole
genome is two DNA helix chains.

The sequence alignment comes from the order in which a increasing direction is
given. By counting the basis carbon (C) position. In typical formulation order an
increasing order is given. This comes from 3’ to 5’ carbons position in a classical
formulation counting illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1. ADN-ARN chain piece oriented
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2.1. The kmers. A kmer is a string of length k contained within a gene. Every
kmer has k basis (or single character). The objective of counting it is to write out
a list of all kmers involved in a specific gene. To build up the list one should place
in on the first set of length k basis (kmer) of the gene chain, so advancing one unit
(base), one gets the second annotation. Then the two first kmer are found, and so
so one kmers are counted.

Other possibility for counting kmers is from a given list. In this case chain and list
coincidences are written out. The procedure is analogous to the described first.

2.2. Distance in the Evolutionary Genetics. Phylogenetic methods has been
traditionally based on the distance matrix tools. The main idea is to calculate a
measure of the distance between each pair of species, and then find a tree that
predicts the observed set of distances as closely as possible. Then a data matrix
which is a simple table of pairwise distances is obtained.

A way of thinking about distance matrix is to consider distances as estimates of the
branch length separating each pair of species. Distance infers a tree for that pair of
species. In effect, we then have a large number of (estimated) species matrix, and
we are trying to put them in order. The difficulty in doing this is that the individual
distances are not exactly the path lengths in the full n-species tree between those
two species. They depart from it, and we need to find the full tree that does the
best job of approximating these individual two-species trees.

2.3. The Clustering Approach. The task of grouping a set of observations in
the way that observations in similar groups (called a cluster) in a probability, or
some distance sense, is called clustering. It is a main task in information retrieval
and bioinformatics. No general cluster analysis algorithm exist. Various techniques
has been developed within the notion of clustering and how to efficiently find them.
Intuitive ideas of clusters are grouping with small distances among the subsets or
particular statistical distributions.

In learning theory, and from a statistical point of view, the clustering problem can be
thought as the tasks to understand data structure in terms of similarity. The main
derived concept is the label mark or, in more complex cases, the label function. The
appropriate parameter settings (including values such as the distance function to
use, a density threshold or the number of expected clusters) depend on the data set.
In a informal way, this classification is equivalently to assign a collection of labels
to observations data grouped. Those groups are the clusters or latent variables.

2.4. Supervised Learning. Supervised learning infers a probability function from
labelled training data. The PLSA supervised algorithm takes into account previous
labelled and analyses the training data to produce an probability density, which can
be used for mapping new data. An optimal scenario will allow for the algorithm to
correctly determine the class labels for unseen instances. This requires the learning
algorithm to generalize from the training data to unseen situations in a reasonable
way.
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2.5. Unsupervised Learning. Unsupervised learning is a way which tries to
identify clusters in data with no other information about probability distributions
or labels assignments on it, and no previous hypothesis are introduced. If data set
is a frequency matrix, then multinomial distribution is employed. Once we have
to assign clusters probabilities a matrix according a multinomial distribution, EM
algorithm is used.

3. Provided data sets

There are two types of data sets. The first one are frequency tables of kmers
annotations. The second one are several genomes sequentially annotated. While
the first class provides data frames,can be written as matrices easy, the second one
needs several manipulations.

3.1. The frequency counting data sets. Frequency table of kmers annotations
is provided. It is a 2204 x 1413 table of kmers of length 20 or 20− kmers. It has
kmers placed as rows and annotations in columns. Since its a frequency table, one
could think in two ways. The first is that data has a categorical distribution, and
the second one, they are multinomial distributed. Since two formalisms are in fact
equivalent, no objection about loss of generality can be done by choosing one.

3.2. The whole genomes chains data set. Other file containing several full
genomes is given. It contains several bacterium genomes in fasta format. Its opened
and analysed in chapter 7.

4. Formalism

Chapter 2 to 4 are dedicated to obtain model formulation. Since is LSA is a non
statistical methodology, similarities in the results provided justifies to study it.
Further, a probability interpretation based on multinomial distributions is intro-
duced. Finally, the main idea, the EM algorithm is disused with the most relevant
properties.

4.1. LSA. Chapter 2 describes how LSA can be understood as a data analysis
application of SVD decomposition. This viewpoint is adopted to derive the SVD as
a more general case of spectral decomposition theorem (that provide the same rela-
tionship but square matrices can be employed). This leads us to have an important
property used in the analysis and main functions developed.

[(N)m·n] = Um·k Λk·k V
t
j·k (i = 1, ...,m)(1)

(j = 1, ..., n)

(k = 1, ..., l)
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This relationship is used on the accuracy calculations estimate. Also, it provides
reduced matrices that can be used in an advantageous way, as shown in figure 1.2.

Figure 2. Reduced matrices by taking the principal eigenvalues of SVD

4.2. Conditional Probabilities Implementation. In chapter 3, the case if we
have a set of kmers counting occurrences of a specific gene, a frequency table N
is obtained, by crossing the {gi}mi=1 kmers and {fj}nj=1 annotations (or features).

Further, we will use {tk}lk=1 for clusters (or terms) in which to classify or make
some inference (clusters are the unobserved or latent variables, associated which
each biological entity and observation). The table can be re-written as N = Nm·n =
[(gf)ij ], with kmers in rows and features in columns.

To understand how come into play unobserved variables in this case, may be thought
that the N matrix is build up as follows: first, select a specie individual (which is an
unobserved variable), and second, with certain characteristics. Write out if genes
exist (or kmers) within initially prepared list. This fact reveals the existence of
two distributions: φ(t, g) reflects the first choice and θ(k, t) the second one. This
two-step process is a generative model.

First, the choice of certain features which belongs to a species distribution is mod-
elled by

(2) p(f |t) = φ (t, f) ∼ Multinom (f|t,Φ)

and second, the annotation of the presence of these features the whole of biological
entities is given by

(3) p(g|t) = θ (t, g) ∼ Multinom (g|t,Θ)

on which the necessary normalization conditions will be imposed. And so, these
two distributions constitutes the assumptions model basis. Since distributions count
annotations, they are multinomial. This distributions φ and θ give us the possibility
to write explicit density functions. In this case probability matrices can be re-
written as
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[(N)ij ] = p (g|t) p (t) p (f |t) = [(gt)ik] [tkk] [(ft)kj ]
t (i = 1, ...,m)(4)

(j = 1, ..., n)

(k = 1, ..., l)

Conditional probability restrictions on (2) and (3) are

m∑
i=1

p (gi, tk) =

m∑
i=1

φ (tk, gi) = 1 (k = 1, ..., l)(5)

n∑
j=1

p (fj , tk) =

n∑
j=1

θ (fj , tk) = 1(6)

or equivalently

l∑
k=1

p (gi, tk) =

l∑
k=1

φ (tk, gi) = 1(7)

l∑
k=1

p (fj , tk) =

l∑
k=1

θ (fj , tk) = 1(8)

(9)

that must be always satisfied. Of course, these conditions provides results which
differ in meaning.

4.3. EM Algoritm. In chapter 4 the EM algorith is described. The EM algorithm
is an iterative procedure used when a subset of data is not available. The not
available data, in this case, are the clusters (called terms). EM alternates between
two steps: (i) E step, which is the conditional expectation, and (ii) its maximization
in the way

E − step : Q
(
θ| θ(i)

)
= Eθ(i) (l(θ,X|Y ))(10)

M − step : θ(i+1) = argmax
(
Q(θ| θ(i))

)
(11)

Alternating E-step and M-step one can find the estimators which maximize the
log-likelihood. This procedure converges and its finished when certain condition
is achieved. The fact of construct conditional probabilities and alternate in EM
algorithm is called PLSA.
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5. Developed Functions Description

The analysis of PLSA functions developed is given in Chapter 5. Only base R is
used without other packages help. In fact no applications has been developed yet
about PLSA, and functions developed cover widely this huge.

Several functions has been developed to step by step iterate PLSA algorithm and
compare results. The log-likelihood, distance and changes of probability levels are
taken into account to see how convergence properties works. This case study is
performed with 20− kmers data set. A value of accuracy is introduced to compare
the quality results as number of iterations increases.

6. Results and Conclusions

Chapter 5 cover a the study of PLSA properties study while running data. Some of
them are not well-known (Masseroli et alt[4]). This section is a small contribution
to better understand the PLSA technique and how it runs over more and more
iterations.

Final conclusions are in this chapter. Divided in two sections the first one shows the
results obtained and last one refers to methodological aspects which will be studied
further. Technical demonstrations and related concepts are in referenced annexes.





Chapter 2

The Spectral Decomposition Theorem
and LSA

This chapter introduces LSA from SVD decomposition. It means to decompose
the data frame N , which contains the co-occurrences count between kmers and
features as three product matrices. While kmers are placed in rows, features have
been ordered in columns. The main objective of this chapter is to obtain the
SVD decomposition form the Spectral Decomposition Theorem, since the first is a
generalization with out square matrix restriction.

1. Basics in Linear Algebra

If Rm its possible to define a linear function f which maps IRm over IRn with the
uniquely restriction of m and n are finite. If we write

L(m,n) = {f : vm = f(vn)}

then f is a matrix with the form (aij) (1 ≤ i ≤ m; 1 ≤ j ≤ n). Since linearity
propierties of f

(i) f(x+ y) = f(x) + f(y) (x, y ∈ Rm)

(ii) f(αx) = α f(x) (α ∈ R)

are preserved, matrices are injective linear functions (they are bijective only if
v 6= 0). Sum and dot product provides a group structure.

Definition 1. Positive (Semi-positive) Definite Matrix.
If Amxn is a matrix, A is positive definite if

(aij) > 0 (i = 1, ...,m)

(j = 1, ..., n)

9



10 2. THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION THEOREM AND LSA

in the case of (aij) ≥ 0 is semi-positive definite.

Definition 2. Characteristic Root.
If An·n is a square matrix, we say that λi is a characteristic root of A if matrix
[A−λiI] is singular. I represents the identity matrix and λi ∈ IR. This definition
is usually written as

|[A− λI]| = 0 (λ ∈ R)(12)

Definition 3. Characteristic Vector.
If An·n is a square matrix, then v is a characteristic vector of A if

[A− λI]v = 0 (v ∈ Rn)(13)

Corollary 1. If v is an characteristic vector of A and λ its corresponding char-
acteristic root, then

Av = λv(14)

Proof. Suppose that vi and λi are the characteristic vector and the associated
characteristic root, by (2) one obtains the result by direct substitution. ut

Corollary 2. A square matrix is singular if exists at least one zero characteristic
root.

Proof. Suppose that An·n is the given matrix and λi = 0. By (12) we have

|[A− λI]| = (λ− λ1)...(λ− λi)...(λ− λn)

vanishes for λi = 0 ut

Corollary 3. If An·n is a symmetric matrix then r(A) = #λi (λi 6= 0 and i =
1, ..., n)

Proof. If An·n is a matrix, by definition 2

|[A− λI]| = (λ− λ1)...(λ− λn) =

= (λ− λ1)...(λ− λn−k)(λ− λn−k+1)...(λ− λn)

Now suppose that A
′

kxk (k < n) is the matrix obtained from A by deleting (n− k)
rows and columns, then

(15) |[A
′

n−k,n−k − λI]| = (λ− λn−k+1)...(λ− λn)

Which vanishes only for λi = 0 (i = n− k + 1, ..., n). Then
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r (|[An−k+1,n−k+1 − λI]|) = #{λi}ni=n−k+1

ut

Theorem 1. If An·n is a square matrix; r(A) = n; λk and vk are respectively
characteristic roots and characteristic vectors of A, then vk (k = 1, ..., n) are linearly
independent.

Proof. By putting A = An·m in (13) one can write

[An·m − λI]v = 0

And vi (i = 1, ..., n) are orthogonal to [A − λI] (for λ = λi). By writing charac-
teristic equation of |[A− λI]| by v

(λ− λ1)v1...(λ− λn)vn = 0 (λ 6= 0)

And

λ1v1 + ...+ λnvn 6= 0

Which reveals the linear independence. ut

Corollary 4. If A = An·n is a symmetric matrix then its characteristic vectors
are orthogonal.

Proof. If vi and vj (i 6= j) are characteristic vectors, from (14)

Avi = λivi and Avj = λjvj

(Avi)
t(Avj) = (λivi)

t) (λjvj) =

= λiλiviv
t
j = viv

t
j = 0

ut

Theorem 2. If Am·m and Bnxn are square matrices with r(A) = m and r(B) =
n; λ1, ...λm and ν1, ..., νn are characteristic roots of A and B, respectively then
characteristic roots of A⊕B are λ1, ..., λm; ν1, ..., νm i = 1, ...,m; j = 1, ..., n
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Proof. If r(A) = m and r = (B) = n then r(A⊕B) = m+n and A⊕B is written
as



a1,1 · · · a1,m 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
a1,m · · · am,m 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 b1,1 · · · b1,n
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
0 · · · 0 bn,1 · · · bn,n


=

=



a1,1 · · · a1,m 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
a1,m · · · am,m 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 b1,m+1 · · · b1,m+n

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 bn,m+1 · · · bn,m+n


=

=



a1,1 − λ · · · a1,m 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
a1,m · · · am,m − λ 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 b1,m+1 − µ · · · b1,m+n

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 bn,m+1 · · · bn,m+n − µ


= 0

And the characteristic polynomial is

(λ− λ1) · · · (λ− λm)(µ− µ1) · · · (µ− µn) = 0

ut

Theorem 3. If A and B are square matrices with r(A) = m and r(B) = n; λ1, ...λm
and ν1, ..., νn are characteristic roots of A and B, respectively then characteristic
roots of A⊗B are λiνj i = 1, ...,m; j = 1, ..., n

Proof. If A = (aij) and B = (bkl) i, j = 1, ...,m; k, l = 1, ..., n. With out loss of
generality, one suppose that m > n. Then |[A⊗B − ν]| = 0 is
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a1,1b1,1 − ν a1,2b1,2 · · · a1,nb1,n a1,n+10 · · · a1,m0
a2,1b2,1 a1,2b1,2 − ν · · · a2,nb2,n a2,n+10 · · · a2,m0

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
an,1bn,1 an,2bn,2 · · · an,nbn,n − ν a1,n+10 · · · a1,m0

an+1,1bn+1,1 an+1,2bn+1,2 · · · an+1,nbn+1,n a1,n+10− ν · · · a1,m0
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

am,1bm,1 am,2bm,2 · · · am,nbm,n am,n+10 · · · am,m0− ν


= 0

By choosing ν = λµ we have



a1,1b1,1 − λµ a1,2b1,2 · · · a1,nb1,n a1,n+10 · · · a1,m0
a2,1b2,1 a1,2b1,2 − λµ · · · a2,nb2,n a2,n+10 · · · a2,m0

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
an,1bn,1 an,2bn,2 · · · an,nbn,n − λµ a1,n+10 · · · a1,m0
an+1,10 an+1,20 · · · an+1,n0 a1,n+10− λµ · · · a1,m0

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
am,10 am,20 · · · am,n0 am,n+10 · · · am,m0− λµ


which is equal to


a1,1b1,1 − λµ a1,2b1,2 · · · a1,nb1,n
a2,1b2,1 a1,2b1,2 − λµ · · · a2,nb2,n

...
...

. . .
...

an,1bn,1 an,2bn,2 · · · an,nbn,n − λµ

 = 0

ut

Theorem 4. If An·n = (aij) and Bmxm = (akl) then the characteristic roots of
AB and BA are the same.

Proof. (This demonstration is due to Sylvester)
. If |A| 6= 0 then BA = A−1(AB)A. In this case A and B are similar matrices. In
the general case |A− tI| 6= 0 (t > t0 ∈ R). Then (A− tI)B and B(A− tI) have the
same characteristic polynomial. Thus

(16) |λI − (A− tI)B| = |λI −B(A− tI)|

and for t = 0 we have the equality

(17) |λI −AB| = |λI −BA|
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ut

Definition 4. Trace
The trace of a square matrix An·n is the diagonal elements sum. In this case we
write tr(A) =

∑n
i=1 aij (∀ i = j).

Theorem 5. If λ1, ...λm are characteristic vectors of matrix Am·m and r(A) = n
then:

(i) tr(A) =

n∑
i=1

λi(18)

(ii) |[A]| =
n∏
i=1

λi(19)

Proof. For the given statements
(i) From (14) we can write

∑n
i=1[A− λiI] = 0 which is

(20)

n∑
i=1


a11 − λi 0 · · · 0

0 a22 − λi · · · 0
...

...
. . . 0

0 0 · · · ann − λi

 = 0

and by definition 5,

(na11 + ...+ nann)− n
n∑
i=1

λi = 0

n∑
i=1

akk =

n∑
i=1

λi

(ii) And from (14) too we write

|[A− λI]| = 0 implies |[A]| = λI

and for all i (i = 1, ..., n) we one can write

n∏
i=1

|[A]| = |[λiI]|

and in this case |[A]|n = diag(λ1)...diag(λn) = λn1 ...λ
n
n which implies that |[A]| =

λ1...λn. ut

Definition 5. Similar Matrix.
If A = Amxm and B = Bnxn (B = S−1AS : S non-singular) are given. Then B
is obtained in a similar transformation of A and S is the transformation matrix of
A. In this case its said that B is similar to A (by S)
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Theorem 6. Matrices diag(α1, ..., αn) and diag(β1, ..., βn) are similar if (α1, ..., αn)
is a permutation of (β1, ..., βn).

Proof. If A and B are matrices with characteristic polynomials (λ−λ1)...(λ−λn)
and (µ−µ1)...(µ−µn). These polynomials are identical if {λ}ni=1 is a permutation
of {µ}ni=1.

By other hand, if E−1AE is the matrix obtained from A when the elements λi and
λj are interchanged, exists matrices E, ..., G can be chosen such that

G−1...E−1AE...G = B

(G...E)−1AE...G = B

ut

Definition 6. Canonical Form.
Let A a matrix. If exists a non-singular matrix S such that S−1AS = Λ (Λ is a
diagonal or triangular) matrix, then Λ is the diagonal (triangular) canonical form
of A.

Theorem 7. If Λ is any canonical form of A then the diagonal elements of Λ are
the characteristic roots of A.

Proof. By theorem 7 A and Λ have the same characteristic roots, and since Λ is
triangular or diagonal its diagonal elements are precisely characteristic roots. ut

2. Matrix Factorization

Matrix factorization is a useful technique witch help us to understand data struc-
tures. The main objective in LSA decomposition is to reveal hidden variables.

2.1. The Spectral Decomposition Theorem. With obtained results its pos-
sible to decompose a square matrix in factors of proper characteristic vectors and
roots. This result is known as the Spectral Decomposition Theorem.

Theorem 8. Spectral Decomposition Theorem.
If A i a symmetric matrix with r(A) = n then exists a matrix P for which A =
PΛP−1. Columns of P are characteristic vectors of A and Λ is the characteristic
roots diagonal matrix of A.

Proof. If A = PΛP−1 by Theorem 7 exists a matrix T such that Λ = TΛ
′
T−1.

From the proof of theorem 7 T is orthogonal and

A = (ST )Λt(ST )−1

and Λt is a canonical form of A under G. ut
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2.2. The SVD decomposition. Since square matrices are very restrictive in
most of applications of Data Analysis, an extension of Spectral Decomposition
Theorem is the Singular Value Decomposition, which extend results to a more wide
class of matrices.

Theorem 9. Singular Value Decomposition Theorem.
If Amxn is a matrix which dimension is mxn then exists orthogonal matrices Umxm;
Vnxn and a diagonal matrix Σ : Σ = diag(σ1, ..., σs)s = min(m,n) :

A = UΛV t(21)

Where: (i) σk ∈ < (k = 1, ..., s) are characteristic roots of AAt or AtA (except a
finite number of zeros); (ii) U is the matrix of characteristic vectors of AAt; and
(iii) V is the matrix of characteristic vectors of AtA

Proof. If r(A) = s then S = AAt is semi-positive and symmetric. Then exists an
orthogonal matrix U such that

U tAAtU = D2 =


σ2

1 0 · · · 0
0 σ2

2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · σ2

m


with σ2

1 ≥ σ2
2 ≥ ... ≥ σ2

m which are characteristic roots of S = AAt and U is the
matrix of characteristic vectors of U .
If we write a partition of U = [U1, U2] then

U tAAtU =

[
U t1
U t2

]
AAt

[
U1 U2

]
=

=

[
U t1AA

tU1 U t1AA
tU2

U t2AA
tU1 U t2AA

tU2

]
=

[
D2
r 0

0 0

]
That can be written as

U tAAtU =



σ2
1 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

0 σ2
1 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · σ2

m 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
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And this implies that

U t2AA
tU2 = (AtU2)t(AtU2) = 0

which leads to U t2A = AtU2 = 0 and U t1AA
tU1 = D2

r and this is

DrU
t
1AA

tU1Dr = I = (AtU1Dr)
t(AtU1Dr)

and we conclude that matrix V t1 V1 = I. That is the same to say that V is an
orthogonal matrix.
Now is necessary to proof that

Λ = U tAV =

[
Dr 0
0 0

]
We have

U tAV =

[
U t1
U t2

]
A
[
V1V2

]
=

[
U t1AV1 U t1AV2

U t2AV1 U t2AV2

]
and also U t2A = 0, and so

V tV = I =

[
V t1
V t2

] [
V1 V2

]
=

[
V t1 V1 V t1 V2

V t2 V1 V t2 V2

]
=

[
I 0
0 I

]
which implies that V t1 V2 = 0 = (AtU1Dr)

tV2 and follows U t1AV2 = 0 and gives

U t1AV1 = U t1AA
tU1Dr = D2

rDr = Dr =


σ2

1 0 · · · 0
0 σ2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · σm


ut

3. Qualitative Interpretation of LSA

LSA analisys supposes SVD decomposition. From (6) Amxn = UmxkΛkxkV
t
nxk with

k = min(m,n), and its possible to choice k
′
< min(m,n) and write

Âmxn = Ûmxk′Λ̂k′xk′ V̂
t
nxk′(22)
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The elements of Λ are a set {λ}lk=1. The λk elements are a latent or hidden variables
class that appears by the fact of SVD decomposition. Since diagonal elements of
Λ are related with variance, choosing the largest ones means to explain the data
with the most representative ones. Remaining could be seen as noise. Now, we can
write fewer rank matrices, as shown in figure 1 of chapter 1, which can be seen as
a reduction of (21). Statistically and numerically is advantageous.



Chapter 3

The PLSA

The linear algebra foundations of LSA has some problems in statistical sense.
”While SVD is a well-understood and principled method, its application to count
data in LSA remains somewhat ad hoc. From a statistical point of view, the utiliza-
tion of a L2 norm approximation principle is reminiscent of Gaussian noise which
is hard to justify in the context of count variables” [2]. Other problem is that SVD
decomposition matrix give not information about frequencies. In fact, negative
values has no probability sense.

PLSA could be understood as a statistical remake of LSA. In other hand PLSA
defines a generative data model an so, other standard techniques for fitting mod-
els, lead statistical inference and classification methods provides a vast battery of
resources which can be used to better understand data structure.

1. Assumptions

If we have a set of genes or k − mers (in the general case one can speak about
biological entities) for which the related occurrences are are written out as features,
then the data matrix is N = (nij). The i-row contains the annotations of gene i
and the j-th column is a list of all gene annotations for a given feature.

If G = {gi}mi=1 represents the set of genes or k-mers; F = {fj}nj=1 are the annotated

features; T = {fk}lk=1 are the clusters in which to classify or make some inference
(recall that used notation in which the same symbol for the set and its cardinal,
will not introduce confusion). Those clusters are the unobserved or latent variables,
associated which each biological entity and observation.

To understand how come into play unobserved variables in this case, may be thought
that the N matrix is build up as follows: first, select a specie individual (which is an
unobserved variable), and second, with certain characteristics. Write out if genes
exist (or k −mers) within initially prepared list. This fact reveals the existence of
two distributions: φ(t, g) reflects the first choice and θ(k, t) the second one. This
two-step process is a generative model.

19
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First, the choice of certain features which belongs to a species distribution is mod-
elled by

(23) p(f |t) = φ(t, f)

and second, the annotation of the presence of these features the whole of biological
entities is given by

(24) p(g|t) = θ(t, g)

on which the necessary normalization conditions will be imposed. And so, these two
distributions constitutes the assumptions model basis. Since distributions count an-
notations they are multinomial. This distributions φ and θ give us the possibility to
write explicit density functions given in chapter 1 by equations (2) and (3) with the
restrictions (5) and (8) which must be always satisfied. Of course these conditions
could be performed in another way (imposing the sum over g in φ and the sum over
t in θ, but even formally equivalent, the results would differ in meaning.

2. Heuristics

With proposed distributions, the original data matrix is rewritten as the product
of parametrized densities p(g, f) = φ (t, g)θ (f, t). Now, the join density function
is

(25) p (G,F |φ, θ, T ) =

n∏
i=1

m∏
j=1

(
l∑

k=1

φ (t, g) θ(k, t)

)n (g,f)

where n(g, f) is the matrix [(n(gi, fj))ij ] which represents the number of gene an-
notations to feature f.

Now, one can get a explicit expression for log-likelihood function. By taking natural
logarithms

(26) l (t, φ, θ |G,F ) = n (g, f) ln

 m∏
i=1

n∏
j=1

(
l∑

k=1

(φ(t, g) θ(k, t)

)
which is necessary to calculate its expectation and maximize the result based on
the iterative EM process.

Before to calculations with EM algorithm is necessary to introduce hidden variables,
or clusters of species for classification purposes, in some way. A possibility is to put
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Figure 1. Graphical model representation of the aspect model in
the asymmetric (at left) and symmetric (at right) parameterization
defined by Hofman [2]. They are, respectively, PLSA formulation
I and II. With used notation is necessary to change w, d and z by
g, f and t.

them into the matrix n (g, f). It can be done by introducing a new multiplicative
function R that can iteratively evaluated when the phase switch between expecta-
tion and maximization steps. This function takes the form of R = R(g, f, t), and is
subjected to the constraint condition

L∑
k=1

R(gi, fj , tk) = 1(27)

The sense of this function is to take into account hidden variables in a qualitative
way. By selecting a value of t = tk0 and multiplying by data matrix N one obtains

(28) Rt0(g, f, t0) = [n(gi, fj)ijt0 ]

and varying tk (k = 0, ..., l) one gets a matrix array.

Now the data set can be written as

N = [nij ] =

m∏
i=1

n∏
j=1

p(f, g)n (g,f)(29)

=

m∏
i=1

n∏
j=1

p(f, g)R (g,f,t)n (g,f)(30)

this will lead to the possibility to estimate the likelihood for multinomial parameters
subject to the explicit and latent data. Then

(31) l = R (g, f, t)n (g, f)

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

p (f, g)

and is necessary to compute the expected value
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(32) E(l) = E (R (g, f, t)n (g, f)

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

p (f, g)|Θ,Φ, t)

Expectation supposes calculate Q(θ∗|Θ) = E(l) = E (R(g, f, t)n (g, f) which is

(33) θ∗ = argmax(Q(θ(i)|Θ))

Initial values for initialize EM-algorithm will be obtained randomizing the R func-
tion.

3. Formalisms

Hong [3] describes a clear path to get the two possibles PLSA formulations. Since
its possible to write log-likelihood function in two ways. For p (t, g) and p (t, f)
one have

p(tk, gi) = p(fj)

l∑
k=1

p (gi| tk) p (tk| fj) (j = 1, ..., n)(34)

p(tk, gi) =

l∑
k=1

p (gi| tk) p (tk| fj)p(tk)(35)

to see the equivalence, by using Bayes rule

p (t| f) =
p (f | t) p (f)

p (t)
(36)

p (t| f) p (t) = p (f | t) p (f)(37)

p (g| t) p (t| f) p (t) = p (g| t) p (f | t) p (f)(38)

which lets us to obtain

(39) p (tk)

l∑
k=1

p (gi| tk) p (tk| fj) =

l∑
k=1

p (gi| tk) p (fj | tk) p (fj)

the first member of equality leads to different expressions which are known as
Formalism I and II respectively. Formulations based on them are equivalent but
inference process are completely different.

Notice too that matrix n always multiplies as direct product.
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3.1. Posterior Probabilities for Latent Variables. Posterior probabilities for
latent variables is

p (t|g, f) =
p (g, f, t)

p (g, f)
=

p (g, t) p (t, f) p (f)∑l
k=1 p (g, t) p (t, f) p (f)

(40)

=
p (g, t) p (t, f)∑l
k=1 p (g, t) p (t, f)

(41)

3.2. Formalism I Development. The log-likelihood function can be written as

l =
m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

n(f, g)

l∑
k=1

R (f, k) ln [p (f) p(g|t) p(t|f)]

=

m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

n(f, g)

l∑
k=1

R (f, k) [ln p(f) + ln p(g|t) + ln p(t|f)]

And log-likelihood expectation as is defined in (31)

E(l) =
∑n
j=1

∑n
i=1 n (f, g)

∑l
k=1R (f, k) ln [p( f) p (g|t) p (t|f)]

=
∑n
j=1

∑n
i=1 n (f, g)

∑l
k=1R (f, k) [ln p (f) + ln p (g|t) + ln p (t|f)]

and for M-step is necessary maximize the Q function by appropriate Lagrange
multipliers λi (i = 1, 2, 3) which will give us the maximum argument.

H = E(l) +

l∑
k=1

λ1(1−
m∑
i=1

p(g|t)) +

n∑
j=1

λ2(1−
l∑

k=1

p(t|f)) + λ3

n∑
j=1

(1−
l∑

k=1

p(t|f))

and by taking derivatives respect Lagrange Multipliers

∂ H

∂ p(t)
=

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

n (g, f)
p (t|g, f)

p (t)
− λ1 = 0

∂ H

∂ p (g|t)
=

n∑
j=1

n (g, f)
p (t|g, f)

p (g|t)
− λ2 = 0

∂ H

∂ p (f |t)
=

n∑
i=1

n (g, f)
p (t|g, f)

p (f |t)
− λ3 = 0
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which lead us to

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

n (g, f) p (t| g, f)− λ1 p (f) = 0

n∑
j=1

n (g, f) p (t| g, f)− λ2 p (g| t) = 0

n∑
i=1

n (g, f) p (t| g, f)− λ3 p (f | t) = 0

obtaining finally the equations

p (f) =
∑n

i=1

∑l
k=1 n (g,f) p(t|g,f)∑m

i=1

∑n
j=1

∑l
k=1 n (g,f) p(t|g,f)

(42)

p (t|f) =
∑n

j=1 n (g,f) p(t|g,f)∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 n (g,f)p (t|g,f)(43)

p (g|f) =
∑m

i=1 n (g,f) p (t|g,f)∑m
i=1

∑l
k=1 n (g,f) p (t|g,f)

(44)

Its interesting to notice that the total number of features is given by

(45) n(f) =

m∑
i=1

l∑
k=1

n (g, f) p (t|g, f)

The equations (42) to (44) are used to practical calculations of PLSA under for-
malism I.

3.3. Formalism II development. Proceeding as section 3.1 and from posterior
probabilities for latent variables equations 42-44 can be rewritten in another way
to get the results shown in this chapter figure by doing

E (l (φ θ t|G,F ) =

n∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

n (g, f)

l∑
k=1

p (t|g, f) [ln p(t) + ln p (g|t) + ln p (f |t)]

And now the Q function is

H = E(l) + λ1(1−
l∑

k=1

p (t) + λ2

l∑
k=1

(1−
m∑
i=1

p (g|t)) + λ3

l∑
k=1

(1−
n∑
j=1

p (f |t))

And give us
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∂ H

∂ p (f)
=

l∑
k=1

m∑
g=1

n (f, g)
p (t|g, f)

p (t)
− λ1 = 0

∂ H

∂ p(g|t)
=

l∑
k=1

n (f, g)
p (t|g, f)

p (g|t)
− λ2 = 0

∂ H

∂ p(f |t)
=

n∑
g=1

n (f, g)
p (t|g, f)

p (f |t)
− λ3 = 0

By solving these equations we obtain the solutions

p(t) =
∑n

j=1

∑n
i=1 n(g,f) p (t|g,t)∑n

j=1

∑m
i=1

∑l
k=1 n (g,f) p (t|g,t)(46)

p(g|t) =
∑m

j=1 n (g,f) p (t|g,t)∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 n (g,f) p (t|g,t)(47)

p(f |t) =
∑m

i=1 n (g,f) p (t|g,t)∑n
j=1

∑
mm

i=1n (g,f) p (t|g,t)(48)

Which will be used in functions explained in chapter 6.





Chapter 4

The EM algorithm

EM algorithm is an iterative procedure to estimate likelihood when only a subset of
data is available. Widely used in statistics, has many variants. This chapter offers
an overview of its implementation in the core of PLSA. This supposes to work with
a multinomial probability function.

1. Description

Finding a maximum likelihood estimation requires computing likelihood function
derivatives with respect to parameters distribution and, if some are unknown, its
distribution so. In statistical models with latent variables analytical methods are
not practical. The result that one obtains is a set of equations, in which the solution
to the parameters requires the values of the latent variables. This approach makes
it impossible to find solutions.

One approach to the problem is by numerical methods. An idea to do so would
be to take arbitrary values for unknown data parameters. Taking these values
and introducing them again, better values will be obtained. By repeating this
process one can think that a reasonable estimate of log-likelihood could be get,
and depending the accuracy on performed iterations number. This is the way of
how EM algorithm works. Then, EM algorithm can be used to estimate maximum
likelihood parameters of a statistical model in the cases where the equations cannot
be solved directly. Typically this model involve latent variables and they are a
mixture of unknown data, parameters and known data observations.

In a heuristic way, EM algorithm can be formulated under few assumptions. If
X = (x1, ..., xn) is a data sample with density fX,Θ(x| θ), then log-likelihood data is
l = ln(Θ|X). Suppose now that some of the data are known and other unknown, in
the way of X = (Y,Z) where Y = (y1, ..., yk) and Z = (z1, ..., zn−k) are the observed
and unobserved variables respectively. Such given situation we write observed log-
likelihood function as

lobs(θ, Y ) = ln

∫
fX,Θ(Y, z| θ)µ(dz)(49)

27
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while its not possible solve this integral in a closed way we should calculate log-
likelihood parameter expectation (under data and unknown data conditioning) and
find the argument that maximizes this expectation. The expectation is denoted
by θ(i) (after the ith step). This is an alternating procedure by the (i + 1) − th
which are (10) and (11) updated equations given in chapter 1. Alternating E-step
and M-step one can find the estimators which maximize the log-likelihood. This
procedure converges and is finished when certain condition is performed.

Its important to recall that the maximum likelihood estimator with EM algorithm
is a local maximum.

2. Formalism

In a formal introduction of EM algorithm its necessary to prove that the expression
for argmax

(
Q(θ|θ(i))

)
solves the log-likelihood problem maximization. Mathemat-

ically, this can be expressed as

(50)
∂ l(θ|Y )

∂ θj
= 0 (∀j = 1, ...,m)

which gives in an analytical way the desired result. Since complete log-likelihood
is defined as

l(θ|x) = ln f(x| θ)
= ln fZ,Y,Θ (z| y, θ) + ln fY,Θ (y| θ)

one have the following theorems.

Theorem 10. If Q and θ(∗) are defined as (10) and (11) then θ(∗) solves the
equation (50) where θ(∗) = argmax

(
Q(θ| θ(i))

)
.

Proof. By writing Q function one gets

Q(θ| θ(i)) =

∫
f (z| y, θ) f (z| y, θ(i))µ(dz) + lobs(θ, Y )

(
θj ∈ {θj}mj=1

)
imposing extreme conditions

∂ Q
(
θ| θ(i)

)
∂ θj

= 0

and taking into account (49)

∫ [f (z| y, θ)]
′

θj

f (z| y, θ)
f (z| y, θ(i))µ(dz) +

∂

∂ θj
lobs( θ, Y ) = 0
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∂

∂ θj

∫
f (z| y, θ)µ(dz) +

∂

∂ θj
lobs =

∂

∂ θj
lobs = 0

ut

Now is necessary to show that succession θ(i) converges to θ. Firstly is necessary to
proof that the succession of solutions which maximizes θ is monotonic and secondly,
converges to a uniquely point.

Since Jensen’s Inequality will be necessary its given as the next and theorem. Con-
vex function is definite too.

Definition 7. Convex Function
A function f(x) is convex if f(λx + (1 − λ) y) ≤ λf(x) + (1 − λ)f(y) (∀x, y ∈
IR and λ ∈ (0, 1) ).

Theorem 11. Jensen’s Inequality
If X is a random variable and g(x) is a convex function, then

E(g(x)) ≥ g(E(x))(51)

Equality holds if only if, for every line a+ bx that is tangent to g(x) at x = E(X),
p(g(X)) = a+ bX = 1.

In figure 1 a graphical interpretation of Jensen’s inequality is given.

x

f(x)

f(x)

l(x) = a+ b(x)

E(X)

Figure 1:

Graphical ilustration of Jensen’s Inequality

Proof. Let l(x) a tangent line to g(x) at the point g(E(x)) (E(X) is constant).
By writing l(x) = a + b(x) for some a and b, and by convexity of g we have
g(x) ≥ a+ b(x). Since expectations preserve inequalities
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E (g(x)) ≥ E (a+ bX) =

= a+ bE (X)

= l (E (X))

= g (E(x))

If g is linear equality is get. ut

Proposition 1. The succession lobs(θ
(1), Y ), ..., lobs(θ

(n), Y ) =
{
lobs(θ

(i), Y )
}m
i=1

is non decreasing.

Proof. With the data X = (Y,Z), and for observed and unobserved data

f ((Z|Y, θ) = f (Y |Z, θ) f (Y | θ)

ln f (Z|Y, θ) = ln f (Y |Z, θ)− ln f (Y | θ)

ln f (Y, | θ) = ln f (Y |Z, θ)− ln f (Z|Y, θ)

and lobs = ln f (Y | θ) then, by taking conditional expectations on data available to
calculate Q function as defined in theorem 1.

Eθ(i) (lobs(θ|Y )|Y ) = Eθ(i)
(
fY |Z,Θ (Y |Z, θ)|Y

)
− Eθ(i)

(
fZ|Y,Θ (Z|Y, θ)|Y

)
By defining de H function as

H(θ| θ(i)) = Eθ(i) (f (Z|Y, θ)|Y )

Then we have

lobs(θ
(i+1), Y )lobs(θ

(i), Y ) = Q(θ(i+1)| θ(i))Q(θ(i)| θ(i))[H(θ(i+1)| θ(i))H(θ(i)| θ(i))]

Since θ(i+1) maximizes Q(θ|θ(i)) the first term is non negative. For the second
term we have, for any θ, that second term is zero. In fact, by Jensen inequality for
concave functions (log is concave)
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H(θ(i+1) |θ(i))−H(θ(i) |θ(i)) = Eθ(i)

(
ln

(
f (Z|Y, θ)
f (Z|Y, θ(i))

)∣∣∣∣Y )
≤ lnEθ(i)

(
f (Z|Y, θ)
f (Z|Y, θ(i))

∣∣∣∣Y )
= ln

∫
f (Z|Y, θ)
f (Z|Y, θ(i))

f (Z|Y, θ(i))µ(dz)

= ln 1 = 0

This shows l
(
θ(i+1), Y

)
− l

(
θ(i+1), Y

)
≥ 0 and so l

(
θ(i+1), Y

)
≥ l

(
θ(i+1), Y

)
. ut

The log-likelihood function converges in a unique way. To prove it its necessary to
do some assumptions in next theorem.

Definition 8. Stationary point.
Any point at which

∂ f

∂ θ
= 0

is called a stationary point.

It follows that any point of local optimum at which f has first order partial deriva-
tives is a stationary point, but not every stationary point is a point of local optimum.

Theorem 12. If Q(θ|φ) is continuous in both θ and φ. Then all limit points

of any instance
{
θ(i)
}∞
i=1

of the EM algorithm are stationary points, i.e. θ∗ =

argmax
(
Q(θ|θ(∗)). In this case l(θ(∗), y) converges monotonically to some value

l∗ = l(θ∗, y) for some stationary point of θ∗.

Proof. Its necessary to show that
(i) all points of Q

(
θ|θ(∗)) are stationary. By argmax assessment its true.

(ii) Converges monotonically. Its follows from proposition 1 demonstration.
ut

Theorem 13. If

(i) Q(θ|φ) ∈ C(θ, φ)

(ii)
∂

∂θi
Q(θ |φ) ∈ C(θ, φ) (i = 1, ...,m)

then θ(i) converges to θ∗ with l∗ = Q(θ∗|y) to the limit of l (θ(i)) simultaneously. In
this case

θ : l (θ|y) = l = θ(i)

or ∣∣∣θ(i+1) − θ(i)
∣∣∣→ 0

and θ : l(θ|y) = l is discrete.

Proof. From theorem 3 demonstration its concludes this demonstration. ut

In the case the likelihood is uni-modal everything simplifies.
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Corollary 5. Suppose that (i) l(θ|Y ) is uni-modal in Ω; (ii) ∂
∂θ l(θ|Y ) is contin-

uous for θ and φ. Then θ(i) converges to the unique maximizer θ() of l(θ|y) which
is the Maximum Likelihood Estimator.

Proof. For the statements
(i) Suppose that exists two maximizers. Then the succession does not satisfy the
convergence conditions. (ii) By theorem 2 the maximizer is the log-likelihood. ut

In the case of conditional probabilities, often Bayesian Methods are very useful. In
this case the EM Algorithm produces a Maximum a Posteriori.

Theorem 14. If (i) fΘ(θ) is a prior density for Θ and (ii) fΘ|Y (θ| y) and fΘ|X (θ|x)are
the posterior density for complete observed data, then the Posteriori Maximum that
maximizes is

ln f (θ|Y ) = ln f (y|Θ) + ln f (θ)

Proof.

l (Y |Θ) = l (Θ| y) + l (x, y)

= l (Θ| y) + l (θ)

ut



Chapter 5

Main Functions Description

This chapter present functions developed to analyse provided data. In Bioinfor-
matics field, most recurrent computations are R interpreted code. The main idea
is to provide useful tools for non statistician users, which are geneticist. The core
field applications in the present development is in genetics but statistics. Statistics
provides useful tools to get results, as an auxiliary tool. When appropriated codes
functions are given to non statisticians, work is easier and better results can be
obtained. Code R functions is in annex 1.

1. Probability Matrices Notation

The mathematical objects used could be tensors. However, and due to the metric
properties of matrices convergent sequences, it is preferred understand tensors as
successions of converging matrices. The object which wrap this kind of successions
is the array in the relaxed sense in informatics.

Matrices obtained in chapter 3 are written now as

p(gi|tk) = [(gt)ik] ≡ g.t
p(fj |tk) = [(ft)jk] ≡ f.t

p(tk) ≡ t =

{
tkk if a diagonal matrix representation is chosen
tk if the vector representation is chosen

and probability images and matrices containing them are used indistinctly here-
inafter.

2. Computation structure

The computational structure involves only a matrix as provided data. The result
consists of at least 3 matrices. In addition, those image matrices must be translated
to categorical data. Depending on the interpretation of the data is needed, the

33
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formulation PLSA I or II may be used and/or the possible normalization of output
data.

3. Initialization

Initial values of g.t, t and f.t are randomized. They must satisfy normalization
conditions. In the written code we take for matrix

g.t ≡ g.tik v U [0, 1]

n∑
i=1

gi.tk = 1(52)

or

l∑
k=1

gi.tk = 1(53)

the cluster or terms vector

(54) t ≡ tk v U [0, 1]

l∑
k=1

tk = 1

and the matrix

f.t ≡ f.tjk v U [0, 1]

n∑
j=1

fj .tk = 1(55)

or

l∑
k=1

fj .tk = 1(56)

One should be careful by choosing normalization conditions. Its possible to select
only the pairs of condition (52) and (55) or (53) and (56).

The function i.pLSA initializes the EM procedure. Function code is in annex 1.
Inputs are the data set to be analized, the number of terms or clusters and the
normalization conditions. Normalization conditions by default are set to I which
corresponds to the pair of conditions XX and YY. If its changed to II. The output
are g.t, t and f.t.

4. PLSA

The PLSA core is the EM algorithm and the messy iterations procedure. It has
two phases: (i) Expectation and (ii) Maximization. Despite two formulations for
PLSA exists, the equations for expectation step are the same.

4.1. E step. The g.t and f.t matrix products can be writte as scalar products
using notation < aij0 , bj0k >. This means that we choice the column vector j0 of
matrix aij and the row vector j0 of matrix bjk. The product is done by multiplying
aij0 · bj0k, that is the scalar product. This notation is more clear in developing
algorithms.
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With introduced notation, the product of two matrices is obtained varying indices
i and k and [aij ] · [bjk] =< aij , bjk >.

4.2. M-step. Formulation I. The diagonal matrix f is given as a probability
vector. Form the array t.gfijk and matrix [aij ] can be written

fj = fjj =

∑m
i=1

∑l
k=1 aij ⊗ t.gfijk∑m

i=1

∑l
k=1 aij

(j = 1, ...,m)

Matrix t.f is obtained by multiplying all the t.gf array matrices by indicator matrix
aij . The product is the direct product. To obtain the t.f matrix is necessary to add
by i-index. Normalization condition is achieved by dividing every column by scalar
product of aij by t.gfijk respect index j. This sums provides the desired matrix.

t.fkj =

∑n
i=1 aij ⊗ t.gfijk∑n

j=1 < aij′ , {t.gf tijk′}ntk=1 >

Matrix g.t is obtained by multiplying all the t.gf array matrices by indicator matrix
aij . The product is the direct product. To obtain the g.t matrix is necessary to add
by j-index. Normalization condition is achieved by dividing every column by scalar
product of aij by t.gfijk respect index j. This sums provides the desired matrix.

g.tik =

∑n
j=1 aij ⊗ t.gfijk∑n

j=1 < aij′ , {t.gf tijk′}ntk=1 >

The function which provides such results is the pLSA function.

4.3. M-step. Formulation II. Matrix t, which represents p(t), is diagonal. Its
obtained by direct product of each array t.gfijk element and indicator matrix [aij ].
By addition of rows and columns we obtain a set of k scalars which are placed on
the t matrix diagonal. To obtain a probability matrix is necessary to normalize the
t matrix.

tk = tkk =

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 aij ⊗ t.gfijk∑m

i=1

∑n
j=1 aij

(k = 1, ..., nt)

Matrix g.t is obtained by multiplying all the t.gf array matrices by indicator matrix
aij . The product is the direct product. To obtain the g.t matrix is necessary to add
by j-index. Normalization condition is achieved by dividing every column by scalar
product of aij by t.gfijk respect index i. This sums provides the desired matrix.

g.tik =

∑n
j=1 aij ⊗ t.gfijk∑n

j=1 < aij′ , {t.gf tijk′}ntk=1 >

Matrix g.t is obtained by multiplying all the t.gf array matrices by indicator matrix
aij . The product is the direct product. To obtain the g.t matrix is necessary to add
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by j-index. Normalization condition is achieved by dividing every column by scalar
product of aij by t.gfijk respect index i. This sums provides the desired matrix.

f.tjk =

∑m
i=1 aij ⊗ t.gfijk∑m

i=1 < aij′ , {t.gf tijk′}ntk=1 >

This is done by emr.lPSA function.

4.4. log-likelihood. Loglikelihood is computed by lg function as

l = aij ⊗
n∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

[tgfij ] : aij =

{
1 if aij 6= 0
0 otherwise

Log-likelihood function requires data set N and the obtained matrices g.t, t and f.t
matrices to return the obtained value.

4.5. Distance. Since some distances (based on L2) can be hard to justify in count
data sets maximum norm has been chosen to measure the proximity of obtained
data sets to the given one. The maximum norm is defined as

(57) ||A||∞ =

m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

|aij |

The input data are N , g.t, t and f.t matrices and the function returns the distance
by dist function.

5. Matrices of attributes

Since results must be given in terms of biological entities, significant categories
must be placed in probability matrices images. This is done by sorting columns of
matrices by t vector probabilities order. To retrieve the biological entities in order
of importance is necessary to sort again every column by decreasing order of images
probabilities.

This is done by the char function . Its necessary to give a matrix containing the
target matrix, the cluster probabilities vector, which provides the indexes to sort
matrix columns and a vector containing the names or labels of biological entities.
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Figure 1. Intuitive representation of relations between t.gf array
with matrices f.t and g.t





Chapter 6

Running Script on Data and Obtained
Results

This chapter presents the results obtained from analysed data. Also provides some
performances of PLSA techniques in a more formal way, buy no demonstration is
done. Since they are not in usual bibliography at this moment are studied with
detail.

1. Training phase with 20-kmers data set. Code ex-

ecution

The first task should be to load functions and choose a working directory. Once
done you can proceed to read the data. Since provided data are frequency matrices
with rows and columns identified with labels (k-mers and features, respectively).
It will be necessary to pull apart three entities class contained in the table: the
absolute frequencies, which are recorder as a matrix, the row labels that are kmers
code and columns names, or features. Those classes are keep in as N , kmers and
features variables. Code and output is given, but trivial.

1.1. Iterating process. The iterate process come up reading data and initializing
it. Reading data means to execute following R code.

> km20 <- file("../data/most_freq_k20_matrix.txt","r")

> N <- read.table(km20,header=TRUE,sep="\t",row.names=1,encoding="UTF-8")

> close(km20)

> kmers <- row.names(N)

> head(kmers)

[1] "ATGACGTCAAATCATCATGC" "TCGCTAGTAATCGCGGATCA" "ATAAGTGCTGAAAGCATCTA"

[4] "TACCTTGTTACGACTTCACC" "ATTCATTTGAGTTTTAACCT" "ATTCCCCACTGCTGCCTCCC"

> features <- colnames(N)

> head(features)

39
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[1] "X0" "X0.1" "X0.2" "X0.3" "X0.4" "X0.5"

> N <- as.matrix(N)

> row.names(N) <- c()

> colnames(N) <- c()

> head(N[,1:8],5)

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6] [,7] [,8]

[1,] 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

[2,] 0 5 5 0 3 0 0 0

[3,] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

[4,] 2 5 4 0 3 6 0 0

[5,] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

When the data has been loaded successfully, you can proceed to execute the first
step: function i.pLSA. This fuction creates random output matrices for p(g|t),
p(t) and p(f |t) to initialize EM algorithm. Function description is given in annex
xxxxxx. Its necessary to specify the number clusters number taken into account.
It is also highly advisable to place the output in a folder. Here is nt05 (number of
terms = 05). Output files list initialization is given below.

> dir.create("nt05")

> setwd("nt05")

> nt <- 5

> aa <- i.pLSA(N,nt)

> write.table(aa$g.t,file="aGTini")

> write.table(aa$t,file="aTini")

> write.table(aa$f.t,file="aFTini")

> g.t <- aa$g.t

> t <- aa$t

> f.t <- aa$f.t

> list.files()

[1] "aFTini" "aGTini" "aTini"

With N , and p(g|t), p(t) and p(f |t) (respectively aFTini, aGTini and aTini) matri-
ces EM process can be launched. Its important to set up the number of iterations
to perform in the variable nit (nimber of iterations). As an example the first four
operations performed are displayed. he output files are added in the same folder
for further analysis as shown in next chunk.

> nit <- 4;

> for(i in 1:nit) {

+ bb <- emr.pLSA(N,g.t,t,f.t)

+ g.t <- bb$g.t

+ t <- bb$t

+ f.t <- bb$f.t

+ write.table(g.t,file=paste(c("gt_",i),sep="",collapse=""))
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+ write.table(t,file=paste(c("pt_",i),sep="",collapse=""))

+ write.table(f.t,file=paste(c("ft_",i),sep="",collapse=""))

+ }

> list.files()

[1] "aFTini" "aGTini" "aTini" "ft_1" "ft_2" "ft_3" "ft_4" "gt_1"

[9] "gt_2" "gt_3" "gt_4" "pt_1" "pt_2" "pt_3" "pt_4"

If before giving definitive results it is recomendable to take some precautions. First,
is necessary to rearrange the data. This suppouses to create arrays for matrices
obtained in EM step.

p(g|t) matrices are written now as a set of matrices for every nit index. If p(g|t) = g.t
is possible write that g.t1 is the first output for (the first iteration of EM function
result), a succession of matrices g.tz is obtained varing the index z while iterationg.
If all the other indices described in xxx preserved, then

g.tz = {g.tz}nitz=1 = {g.tk}nitz=1 = {[(g.tk)ik]}nitz=1

is obtained. In the same way, one can write for p(f |t) matrix the array

f.tz = {f.tz}nitz=1 = {f.tk}nitz=1 = {[(f.tk)jk]}nitz=1

As p(t) is a vector, the succession p(t)z = tz is a matrix, and

tz = {[tkz}nitz=1 (k = 1, ..., nt)

As output illustration p(t) is plotted as nit index increases in the chunk below.

> # EM Files Array Composition ---

> gtFiles <- list.files(pattern="gt",full.names=FALSE)

> tFiles <- list.files(pattern="pt",full.names=FALSE)

> ftFiles <- list.files(pattern="ft",full.names=FALSE)

> gt <- array(0,c(nit,nrow(N),nt))

> t <- matrix(0,nit,nt)

> ft <- array(0,c(nit,ncol(N),nt))

> for(k in 1:nit) {

+ t[k,] <- unlist(read.table(tFiles[k]))

+ gt[k,,] <- unlist(read.table(gtFiles[k]))

+ ft[k,,] <- unlist(read.table(ftFiles[k]))

+ }

> # clusters ---

> plot(sort(t[nit,],decreasing=TRUE),type="l",

axes=FALSE,ann=FALSE);

box()

> lines(sort(t[1,],decreasing=TRUE),lty=2)

> axis(1,at=1:nt,labels=c(1:nt))
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> axis(2,at=c(min(t[nit,]),max(t[nit,])),labels=c("0",

round(max(t[nit,]),digits=2)))

> legend("topright",legend=c(paste("nit=",nit),"nit=1"),

lty=1:2,bg="gray90")

> mtext("p(t)",side=3,line=1,font=2)

1 2 3 4 5

0
0.

33 nit= 4
nit=1

p(t)

Log-likelihood is a non decreasing function, and can be checked easily using equa-
tions xxxx

> loglik <- c()

> for(k in 1:nit) {

+ loglik[k] <- lg(N,gt[k,,],t[k,],ft[k,,])

+ }

> plot(loglik/abs(min(loglik)),type="l",axes=FALSE,

ann=FALSE);

box()

> axis(1,at=c(1,150),labels=c("1",nit))

> axis(2,at=c(-1,max(loglik/abs(min(loglik)))),

labels=c("-1",round(max(loglik/abs(min(loglik))),digits=2)))

> mtext(paste("loglik /","|","min(loglik)","| ;"," (nt=",nt,")"),

side=3,line=1,font=2)
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1

−
1

−
0.

98
loglik / | min(loglik) | ;   (nt= 5 )

and conversely the distance, decreases while number of iterations increases.

> distance <- c()

> for(k in 1:nit) {

+ distance[k] <- dist(N,gt[k,,],t[k,],ft[k,,])

+ }

> plot(distance,type="l",axes=FALSE,ann=FALSE);

box()

> axis(1,at=c(1,150),labels=c("1","150"))

> axis(2,at=c(min(distance),max(distance)),

+ labels=c(round(min(distance),digits=2),

round(max(distance),

digits=2)))

> mtext("Distance (Hilbert)",side=3,line=1,font=2)
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147
07

31
5.

11
55

41
18

0.
99

Distance (Hilbert)

1.2. Getting character matrices. Matrices containing images are now exchanged
for the attribute ones. The chars function is in charge of doing this. Now a set of
new matrices is obtained. The last one is shown in this chunk.

> for(k in 1:nit) {

+ ftchars <- chars(ft[k,,],t[k,],features)

+ write.table(ftchars,file=paste(c("ft_char_",k),sep="",

collapse=""))

+ }

> head(ftchars)

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]

[1,] "X0.874" "X0.880" "X0.876" "X0.776" "X0.474"

[2,] "X0.875" "X0.874" "X0.877" "X2.31" "X0.1060"

[3,] "X0.880" "X0.876" "X0.362" "X0.371" "X0.697"

[4,] "X0.879" "X0.875" "X14" "X0.206" "X0.877"

[5,] "X0.878" "X0.354" "X0.373" "X0.774" "X0.1061"

[6,] "X0.876" "X0.871" "X0.875" "X0.1055" "X10.6"

The reason to obtain all the characters matrices corresponding to each iteration
image is to analyse how they are changing during the EM process. A new set of
nit− 1 matrices is obtained by subtracting the z and z − 1 matrices. If differences
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are different of zero, a one is placed. If is zero, then zero. This provides the new
data set with zero ones matrices, indicating when a change of probability occurs.
Finally , columns are sorted by decreasing order, since they correspond to previously
selected cluster. The number of changes occurred in each iteration is given in the
figure.

> #ft Changes ---

> ftD <- list.files(pattern="ft_char_",full.names=TRUE)

> num_ch_ft <- c()

> for(k in 2:nit) {

+ m1 <- read.table(ftD[k-1])

+ m2 <- read.table(ftD[k])

+ chft <- incr(m1,m2)

+ num_ch_ft[k-1] <- chft$changes;

+ write.table(chft$delta,

file=paste(c("ft_delta_",k),sep="",collapse=""))

+ write.table(chft$deltaGraph,file=paste(c("ft_deltaG_",k),

sep="",collapse=""))

+ }

> write.table(num_ch_ft,file="num_ch_ft")

> plot(num_ch_ft,type="l",axes=FALSE,ann=FALSE);

box()

> axis(1,at=c(1,nit),labels=c("2","150"))

> axis(2,at=c(min(num_ch_ft),max(num_ch_ft)),

labels=c(min(num_ch_ft),max(num_ch_ft)))

> mtext("p(f|t) Changes",side=3,line=1,font=2)
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2

67
35

67
99

p(f|t) Changes

To have a more accurate idea of changes, a matrix of black-gray colours is given.
Black represents that a change has occured among two consecutive iterations, while
gray is the desired colour, that is: stable.

> dft <- list.files(pattern="ft_delta_",full.names=TRUE)

> ft_delta_2 <- read.table(dft[1])

> x <- c(1:ncol(ft_delta_2))

> y <- c(1:nrow(ft_delta_2))

> image(x,y,t(ft_delta_2),col=c("gray","black"),axes=FALSE,

ann=FALSE);

box()

> axis(1,at=nt/2,labels=paste("ft changes=",num_ch_ft[1]))

> axis(3,at=nt/2,labels=paste("nit =",1,"(nt =",nt,")"))
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ft changes= 6735

nit = 1 (nt = 5 )

The results given are normalized by rows or by columns, as indicated. They are
formally equivalent but have different interpretations occur.

> #by cols ---

> ft_4=read.table("ft_4")

> colSums(ft_4)

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

1 1 1 1 1

> head(read.table("ft_char_4"))

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

1 X0.874 X0.880 X0.876 X0.776 X0.474

2 X0.875 X0.874 X0.877 X2.31 X0.1060

3 X0.880 X0.876 X0.362 X0.371 X0.697

4 X0.879 X0.875 X14 X0.206 X0.877

5 X0.878 X0.354 X0.373 X0.774 X0.1061

6 X0.876 X0.871 X0.875 X0.1055 X10.6

> #by rows ---

> ft_4r=ft_4

> ft4 <- rowSums(ft_4)
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> for (j in 1:length(ft4)){

+ ft_4r[j,] <- ft_4[j,]/ft4[j]}

> rowSums(ft_4r)[1:20]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

> ft_4r <- chars(ft_4r,t[4,],features)

> write.table(ft_4r,file="ft_4r")

> ft_4r=read.table("ft_4r")

> head(ft_4r)

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

1 X0.698 X0.639 X0.962 X0.776 X4.18

2 X0.1006 X0.446 X0.960 X0.206 X0.762

3 X1.29 X3.4 X0.966 X0.205 X0.559

4 X0.417 X0.256 X0.961 X2.31 X2.45

5 X0.990 X0.129 X0.963 X0.774 X0.166

6 X0.874 X8.8 X0.967 X0.371 X1.28

1.3. Remarks. Used script is in annex 3. 150 iterations have been carried up for
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 clusters (or terms). Complete results are in xxxx.

2. Results

Obtained results is a set of 28 folders containing the probability matrices p(g|t) and
p(f |t) for images and atributes. Since the demand is for p(f |t)t a brief comparaison
is given.

> cbind(most1 .05[1:8] , most1 .10[1:8] , most1 .15[1:8] ,

most1 .18[1:8] , most1 .20[1:8] , most1 .30[1:8] , most1 .40[1:8] , most1 .50[1:8])

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6]

[1,] "X8.1" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.695"

[2,] "X0.527" "X0.875" "X0.875" "X0.875" "X0.875" "X0.1054"

[3,] "X0.703" "X0.874" "X0.877" "X0.878" "X0.880" "X0.871"

[4,] "X0.179" "X0.879" "X0.879" "X0.876" "X0.874" "X0.1057"

[5,] "X10.2" "X0.877" "X0.876" "X0.874" "X0.876" "X0.1053"

[6,] "X0.843" "X0.878" "X0.880" "X0.355" "X0.879" "X0.43"

[7,] "X1.36" "X0.876" "X15" "X0.356" "X0.878" "X0.1056"

[8,] "X0.348" "X0.867" "X0.859" "X0.371" "X0.354" "X0.870"

[,7] [,8]

[1,] "X0.695" "X0.695"

[2,] "X0.1054" "X0.871"

[3,] "X0.871" "X0.1054"

[4,] "X0.1057" "X0.1057"

[5,] "X0.1053" "X0.1053"

[6,] "X0.43" "X0.43"
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[7,] "X0.1056" "X0.1056"

[8,] "X0.870" "X0.870"

>

> cbind(most2 .05[1:8] , most2 .10[1:8] , most2 .15[1:8] ,

most2 .18[1:8] , most2 .20[1:8] , most2 .30[1:8] , most2 .40[1:8] , most2 .50[1:8])

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6]

[1,] "X0.342" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X14.4"

[2,] "X8.4" "X0.878" "X0.878" "X0.879" "X0.874" "X14.2"

[3,] "X0.416" "X0.880" "X0.877" "X0.878" "X0.880" "X14"

[4,] "X3.35" "X0.879" "X0.876" "X0.877" "X0.876" "X14.3"

[5,] "X0.546" "X0.356" "X0.870" "X0.876" "X0.875" "X14.1"

[6,] "X1.27" "X0.1054" "X2.31" "X0.695" "X0.879" "X14.5"

[7,] "X5.16" "X14.2" "X0.368" "X0.875" "X0.878" "X14.6"

[8,] "X3.31" "X0.379" "X14.5" "X0.880" "X0.877" "X13.4"

[,7] [,8]

[1,] "X14.4" "X14.4"

[2,] "X14.2" "X14.2"

[3,] "X14" "X14"

[4,] "X14.3" "X14.3"

[5,] "X14.1" "X14.1"

[6,] "X14.5" "X14.5"

[7,] "X14.6" "X14.6"

[8,] "X13.4" "X13.4"

> cbind(most3 .05[1:8] , most3 .10[1:8] , most3 .15[1:8] ,

most3 .18[1:8] , most3 .20[1:8] , most3 .30[1:8] , most3 .40[1:8] , most3 .50[1:8])

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6]

[1,] "X0.205" "X0.880" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.366"

[2,] "X4.28" "X0.776" "X0.874" "X0.880" "X0.874" "X0.365"

[3,] "X0.371" "X0.876" "X0.880" "X0.876" "X0.876" "X0.357"

[4,] "X2.52" "X0.875" "X0.878" "X0.879" "X0.875" "X0.364"

[5,] "X0.326" "X0.877" "X0.879" "X0.874" "X0.880" "X0.354"

[6,] "X0.931" "X0.352" "X0.356" "X2.31" "X0.695" "X0.375"

[7,] "X0.780" "X0.695" "X0.352" "X0.357" "X0.878" "X0.372"

[8,] "X0.302" "X14.6" "X0.368" "X0.341" "X14.6" "X0.356"

[,7] [,8]

[1,] "X0.776" "X0.776"

[2,] "X2.31" "X2.31"

[3,] "X0.206" "X0.206"

[4,] "X0.371" "X0.371"

[5,] "X0.774" "X0.774"

[6,] "X0.486" "X0.486"

[7,] "X2.74" "X2.74"

[8,] "X0.1055" "X0.1055"

>
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> cbind(most4 .05[1:8] , most4 .10[1:8] , most4 .15[1:8] ,

most4 .18[1:8] , most4 .20[1:8] , most4 .30[1:8] , most4 .40[1:8] , most4 .50[1:8])

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6]

[1,] "X0.700" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.880" "X0.776"

[2,] "X12.4" "X0.880" "X0.880" "X0.875" "X0.776" "X2.31"

[3,] "X0.984" "X0.874" "X0.874" "X0.874" "X0.878" "X0.206"

[4,] "X13.5" "X0.876" "X0.875" "X0.879" "X0.875" "X0.371"

[5,] "X0.605" "X0.875" "X0.876" "X0 .1054" "X0.877" "X0.774"

[6,] "X0.181" "X0.877" "X0 .1057" "X0.880" "X0.360" "X0.486"

[7,] "X2.74" "X0.695" "X0.352" "X0.695" "X14.2" "X2.74"

[8,] "X1.4" "X0.1057" "X0.1055" "X0.355" "X0.874" "X0.1055"

[,7] [,8]

[1,] "X0.874" "X0.874"

[2,] "X0.880" "X0.880"

[3,] "X0.875" "X0.875"

[4,] "X0.876" "X0.876"

[5,] "X0.878" "X0.878"

[6,] "X0.877" "X0.877"

[7,] "X0.879" "X0.879"

[8,] "X0.356" "X0.356"

>

> cbind(most5 .05[1:8] , most5 .10[1:8] , most5 .15[1:8] ,

most5 .18[1:8] , most5 .20[1:8] , most5 .30[1:8] , most5 .40[1:8] , most5 .50[1:8])

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6]

[1,] "X4.2" "X0.776" "X0.776" "X0.874" "X0.776" "X0.874"

[2,] "X0.70" "X0.874" "X0.874" "X0.880" "X0.877" "X0.875"

[3,] "X0.105" "X0.876" "X0.880" "X0.876" "X0.878" "X0.880"

[4,] "X3.18" "X0.880" "X0.876" "X0.878" "X0.874" "X0.876"

[5,] "X0.1006" "X0.355" "X0.875" "X0.879" "X0.880" "X0.878"

[6,] "X0.46" "X0.877" "X0.877" "X0.695" "X2.31" "X0.877"

[7,] "X0.826" "X14" "X0.354" "X0.380" "X0.1054" "X0.879"

[8,] "X0.598" "X14.6" "X14.1" "X12.2" "X0.356" "X0.356"

[,7] [,8]

[1,] "X0.955" "X0.140"

[2,] "X0.956" "X0.136"

[3,] "X0.954" "X0.155"

[4,] "X0.958" "X0.164"

[5,] "X0.957" "X0.771"

[6,] "X0.30" "X0.163"

[7,] "X0.786" "X0.144"

[8,] "X0.263" "X0.141"
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Appendix A

Main Functions R Code

1. Randomize Function

i.pLSA <- function(N,nt) {

nra <- nrow(N)

nca <- ncol(N)

t <- runif(nt ,0,1)

t <- t/sum(t)

g.t <- matrix(runif(nra*nt ,0,1),nra ,nt)

g.t <- g.t/sum(colSums(g.t))

f.t <- matrix(runif(nca*nt ,0,1),nca ,nt)

f.t <- f.t/sum(colSums(f.t))

output <- list(g.t,t,f.t)

names(output) <- c("g.t","t","f.t")

return(output)

}
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2. PLSA with EM. Formulation I

pLSA <- function(N,g.t,f.t,stopC){

nra=nrow(N);

nca=ncol(N);

scN=sum(colSums(N));

nt=ncol(g.t);

t.gf=matrix(0,nra ,nca);

tgf=matrix(0,nra ,nca);

t=c();

l=0;

distance=min(g.t);

while((stopC <distance )==T){

tgf=g.t%*%t(f.t);

for(k in 1:nt){

t.gf=(g.t[,k]%*%t(f.t[,k]))/tgf;

t.gf[is.nan(t.gf)]=0;

t.gf=N*t.gf;

g.t[,k]= rowSums(t.gf);

f.t[,k]= colSums(t.gf);

t[k]=sum(g.t)}

st=sum(t);

t=t/st;

gt=colSums(g.t);

for(k in 1:nt){

g.t[,k]=g.t[,k]/gt[k];

g.t[is.nan(g.t)]=0}

ft=rowSums(N);

for(j in 1:nca){

f.t[j,]=f.t[j,]/ft[j];

f.t[is.nan(f.t)]=0}

ft=rowSums(f.t);

for(j in 1:nca){

f.t[j,]=f.t[j,]/ft[j];

f.t[is.nan(f.t)]=0}

if (min(g.t)>stopC){ distance=min(g.t)}

if (min(g.t)<stopC){

distance=min(abs(N-g.t%*%diag(t)%*%t(f.t)))}

l=l+1;}

#atgf=N*log(tgf);atgf[is.nan(atgf )]=0;

#loglik=sum(rowSums(atgf ));

output=list(l,distance ,g.t,t,f.t);

names(output )=c("num iters","distance","g.t","t","f.t");

return(output );}
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3. PLSA with EM. Formulation II

em.pLSA <- function(N,g.t,t,f.t,bias=F,norm.byrows=c(F,F)) {

if(bias==T){

a <- N

a[a!=0] <- 1

}

if(bias==F){

a <- N

}

as.matrix(a)

sa <- sum(colSums(a))

nra <- nrow(a)

nca <- ncol(a)

nt <- length(t)

gt <- matrix(0,nra ,nt)

gt. <- matrix(0,nra ,nt)

ft <- matrix(0,nca ,nt)

ft. <- matrix(0,nca ,nt)

t.gf <- array(0,c(nra ,nca ,nt))

tgf <- matrix(0,nra ,nca)

for(k in 1:nt){

t.gf[,,k] <- t[k]*g.t[,k]%*%t(f.t[,k])

tgf <- tgf[,]+t.gf[,,k]

}

for(k in 1:nt){

t.gf[,,k] <- t.gf[,,k]/tgf[,]

t.gf[is.nan(t.gf)]=0

}

atgf <- a*log(tgf)

atgf[is.nan(atgf)] <- 0

loglik <- sum(rowSums(atgf))

for(k in 1:nt){

t[k] <- sum(rowSums(a*t.gf[,,k]))

}

t<<-t/sa

for(k in 1:nt){

g.t[,k] <- rowSums(a*t.gf[,,k])

}

for(i in 1:nra){

gt[i,] <- colSums(a%*%t.gf[i,,])

}

sgt=colSums(gt)

for(k in 1:nt){

g.t[,k]<<-g.t[,k]/sgt[k]
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g.t[is.nan(g.t)]=0

}

for(k in 1:nt){

f.t[,k] <- colSums(a[,]*t.gf[,,k])

}

for(j in 1:nca){

ft[j,] <- colSums(a[,j]%*%t.gf[,j,])

}

sft=colSums(ft)

for(k in 1:nt){

f.t[,k]<<-f.t[,k]/sft[k];f.t[is.nan(f.t)]=0

}

a.hat <- g.t%*%diag(t)%*%t(f.t)

scah <- colSums(a.hat)

for(j in 1:nca){

a.hat[,j] <- a.hat[,j]/scah[j]

}

sca <- colSums(a)

for(j in 1:nca){

a.hat[,j] <- a.hat[,j]*sca[j]

}

a.hat[is.nan(a.hat)] <- 0

distance <- sum(abs(a.hat -a))

if(norm.byrows [1]==T){

sgt. <- rowSums(g.t)

for(i in 1:nra){

gt.[i,] <- g.t[i,]/sgt.[i]

gt.[is.nan(gt.)] <- 0

}

}

if(norm.byrows [1]==F){

sgt. <- colSums(g.t)

for(k in 1:nt){

gt.[,k] <- g.t[,k]/sgt.[k]

gt.[is.nan(gt.)] <- 0

}

}

if(norm.byrows [2]==T){

sft. <- rowSums(f.t)

for(j in 1:nca){

ft.[j,] <- f.t[j,]/sft.[j]

ft.[is.nan(ft.)] <- 0

}

}

if(norm.byrows [2]==F){
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sft. <- colSums(f.t)

for(k in 1:nt){

ft.[,k] <- f.t[,k]/sft.[k]

ft.[is.nan(ft.)] <- 0

}

}

output <- list(loglik ,distance ,gt.,t/sum(t),ft.,a.hat)

names(output) <- c("loglik","distance","p(g|t)","p(t)","p(f|t)","a.hat")

return(output)

}
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4. Loglikelihood Function

lg <- function(N,g.t,t,f.t){

nra=nrow(N);nca=ncol(N);

nt=length(t);

a=N;

t.gf=array(0,c(nra ,nca ,nt));

tgf=matrix(0,nra ,nca);

for(k in 1:nt){

t.gf[,,k]=t[k]*(g.t[,k]%*%t(f.t[,k]));

tgf=tgf+t.gf[,,k]}

atgf=a*log(tgf);atgf[is.nan(atgf )]=0;

loglik=sum(atgf);

output=loglik;

names(output )=c("loglik")

return(output )}

5. Distance Function

dist <- function(N,g.t,t,f.t){

sca=colSums(N);

nra=nrow(N);

nca=ncol(N);

n.hat=matrix(0,nra ,nca)

n.hat=g.t%*%diag(t)%*%t(f.t);

csn.hat=colSums(n.hat);

for(j in 1:nca){

n.hat[,j]=n.hat[,j]/csn.hat[j];

n.hat[is.nan(n.hat )]=0}

for(j in 1:nca){

n.hat[,j]=n.hat[,j]*sca[j]}

distance=sum(abs(n.hat -N))

output=distance;

names(output )=c("distance");

return(distance)

}
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idx <-function(t){

st=sort(t,decreasing=TRUE);

val=c();idx=c();

for(i in 1: length(t)){

val[i]=st[i]

idx[i]=which(t==val[i])}

return(idx)}
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6. Convert to Attributes Function

chars <- function(m,t,labels ){

#m=matrix(0,nrow(m),ncol(m));

char=matrix(0,nrow(m),ncol(m));

nm=c();

for (k in 1:ncol(m)){

nm=m[,k];

names(nm)= labels;

nm=sort(nm,decreasing=TRUE);

char[,k]=names(nm)}

index=idx(t);

char=char[,index]

return(char)}

7. Detect Changes among Attributes Function

incr <- function(m1,m2){

delta=matrix(0,nrow(m1),ncol(m1));

Delta=matrix(0,nrow(m1),ncol(m1));

delta=data.matrix(m2)-data.matrix(m1);delta[delta!=0]=1;

chg=sum(delta );

m=nrow(m1);

for(i in 1:m){

Delta[i,]= delta[m+1-i,]}

output=list(delta ,Delta ,chg);

names(output )=c("delta","deltaGraph","changes");

return(output )}
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Output of PLSA

# -------------------------------

# Read Data

# -------------------------------

km20 <- file("../data/most_freq_k20_matrix.txt","r")

N <- read.table(km20 ,header=TRUE ,sep="\t",row.names=1,

encoding="UTF -8")

close(km20)

kmers <- row.names(N)

features <- colnames(N)

N <- as.matrix(N)

row.names(N) <- c()

colnames(N) <- c()

setwd("../n.param")

write.table(N,file="N",row.names=FALSE ,col.names=FALSE)

write.table(gNames ,file="kmers",quote=FALSE ,

row.names=FALSE ,col.names=FALSE)

write.table(fNames ,file="features",quote=FALSE ,

row.names=FALSE ,col.names=FALSE)

# -------------------------

# Initial Values

# -------------------------

kmers=read.table("kmers")

features=read.table("features")

N=read.table("N")

N=as.matrix(N)

nra=nrow(N)

nca=ncol(N)
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# -------------------------

# Initial Iters

# -------------------------

#nt=05 ---

setwd("c:/works/Tesi/analysis/nt05")

nt=05

aa=i.pLSA(N,nt)

write.table(aa$g.t,file="aGTini")

write.table(aa$t,file="aTini")

write.table(aa$f.t,file="aFTini")

g.t=aa$g.tt=aa$tf.t=aa$f.t

for(i in 1:150){

bb=emr.pLSA(N,g.t,t,f.t)

g.t=bb$g.t

t=bb$t

f.t=bb$f.t

li=nchar(i)

if (li==1) {

write.table(g.t,file=paste(c("gt_000",i),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(t,file=paste(c("pt_000",i),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(f.t,file=paste(c("ft_000",i),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==2) {

write.table(g.t,file=paste(c("gt_00",i),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(t,file=paste(c("pt_00",i),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(f.t,file=paste(c("ft_00",i),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==3) {

write.table(g.t,file=paste(c("gt_0",i),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(t,file=paste(c("pt_0",i),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(f.t,file=paste(c("ft_0",i),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==4) {

write.table(g.t,file=paste(c("gt_",i),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(t,file=paste(c("pt_",i),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(f.t,file=paste(c("ft_",i),sep="",collapse=""))}

}

# --------------------------

# EM Files Reading

# --------------------------

gtFiles=list.files(pattern="gt",full.names=FALSE)

tFiles=list.files(pattern="pt",full.names=FALSE)

ftFiles=list.files(pattern="ft",full.names=FALSE)
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gt=array(0,c(nit ,nra ,nt))

t=matrix(0,nit ,nt)

ft=array(0,c(nit ,nca ,nt))

for(k in 1:nit){

t[k,]= unlist(read.table(tFiles[k]))

gt[k,,]= unlist(read.table(gtFiles[k]))

ft[k,,]= unlist(read.table(ftFiles[k]))}

# --------------------------

# Analysis intra

# --------------------------

# loglik ----

loglik=c()

for(k in 1:nit){

loglik[k]=lg(N,gt[k,,],t[k,],ft[k,,])}

write.table(loglik ,file="xx/loglik")

# Distance ---

distance=c()

for(k in 1:nit){

distance[k]=dist(N,gt[k,,],t[k,],ft[k,,])}

write.table(distance ,file="xx/distance")

# Chars ---

#ft Chars ---

for(k in 1:nit){

ftchars=chars(ft[k,,],t[k,],features)

li=nchar(k)

if (li==1) {write.table(ftchars ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_char_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==2) {write.table(ftchars ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_char_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==3) {write.table(ftchars ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_char_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==4) {write.table(ftchars ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_char_",k),sep="",collapse=""))}}

#gt Chars ---

for(k in 1:nit){

gtchars=chars(gt[k,,],t[k,],kmers)

li=nchar(k)

if (li==1) {write.table(gtchars ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_char_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==2) {write.table(gtchars ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_char_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==3) {write.table(gtchars ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_char_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))}
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if (li==4) {write.table(gtchars ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_char_",k),sep="",collapse=""))}}

# Changes ---

#ft Changes ---

ftD=list.files(path="xx",pattern="ft_char_",full.names=TRUE)

num_ch_ft=c()

for(k in 2:nit){

m1=read.table(ftD[k-1])

m2=read.table(ftD[k])

chft=incr(m1,m2)

num_ch_ft[k-1]= chft$changes

li=nchar(k)

if (li==1) {write.table(chft$delta ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_delta_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chft$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_deltaG_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==2) {write.table(chft$delta ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_delta_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chft$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_deltaG_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==3) {write.table(chft$delta ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_delta_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chft$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_deltaG_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==4) {write.table(chft$delta ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_delta_",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chft$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xx/ft_deltaG_",k),sep="",collapse=""))}}

write.table(num_ch_ft,file="xx/num_ch_ft")

#gt Changes ---

gtD=list.files(path="xx",pattern="gt_char_",full.names=TRUE)

num_ch_gt=c()

for(k in 2:nit){

m1=read.table(gtD[k-1])

m2=read.table(gtD[k])

chgt=incr(m1,m2)

num_ch_gt[k-1]= chgt$changes

li=nchar(k)

if (li==1) {write.table(chgt$delta ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_delta_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chgt$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_deltaG_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==2) {write.table(chgt$delta ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_delta_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chgt$deltaGraph ,
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file=paste(c("xx/gt_deltaG_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==3) {write.table(chgt$delta ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_delta_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chgt$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_deltaG_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==4) {write.table(chgt$delta ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_delta_",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chgt$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xx/gt_deltaG_",k),sep="",collapse=""))}}

write.table(num_ch_gt,file="xx/num_ch_gt")

# ---------

# Plots

# ---------

loglik=read.table("xx/loglik")

loglik=loglik$x

distance=read.table("xx/distance")

distance=distance$x

num_ch_ft=read.table("xx/num_ch_ft")

num_ch_ft=num_ch_ft$x

num_ch_gt=read.table("xx/num_ch_gt")

num_ch_gt=num_ch_gt$x

pdf("results/main.pdf",useDingbats=FALSE)

par(mfrow=c(3,2))

plot(loglik/abs(min(loglik)),type="l",axes=FALSE ,ann=FALSE)

box()

axis(1,at=c(1,150), labels=c("1","150"))

axis(2,at=c(-1,max(loglik/abs(min(loglik )))),

labels=c("-1",round(max(loglik/abs(min(loglik ))), digits =2)))

mtext(paste("loglik /","|","min(loglik)","| ","  (nt=",nt,")")

,side=3,line=1,font =2)

plot(distance ,type="l",axes=FALSE ,ann=FALSE)

box()

axis(1,at=c(1,150), labels=c("1","150"))

axis(2,at=c(min(distance),max(distance)),

labels=c(round(min(distance),digits =2),

round(max(distance),digits =2)))

mtext("Distance (Hilbert)",side=3,line=1,font =2)

plot(num_ch_ft,type="l",axes=FALSE ,ann=FALSE)

box()

axis(1,at=c(1,149), labels=c("2","150"))

axis(2,at=c(min(num_ch_ft),max(num_ch_ft)),

labels=c(min(num_ch_ft),max(num_ch_ft)))
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mtext("p(f|t) Changes",side=3,line=1,font =2)

plot(num_ch_gt,type="l",axes=FALSE ,ann=FALSE)

box()

axis(1,at=c(2,150), labels=c("1","150"))

axis(2,at=c(min(num_ch_gt),max(num_ch_gt)),

labels=c(min(num_ch_gt),max(num_ch_gt)))

mtext("p(g|t) Changes",side=3,line=1,font =2)

plot(num_ch_gt/num_ch_ft,type="l",axes=FALSE ,ann=FALSE)

box()

abline(h=num_ch_gt[1]/num_ch_ft[1],col="grey")

axis(1,at=c(1,149), labels=c("2","150"))

axis(2,at=c(-1,0),labels=c("0",nca*nra))

legend("topleft",paste(c("cgt[1]/cft [1]="),

round(num_ch_gt[1]/num_ch_ft[1], digits =2)),bg="gray90")

mtext("ch(gt)/ch(ft)",side=3,line=1,font =2)

plot(sort(t[nit ,], decreasing=TRUE),type="l",axes=FALSE ,

ann=FALSE)

box()

lines(sort(t[1,], decreasing=TRUE),lty=2)

axis(1,at=1:nt,labels=c(1:nt))

axis(2,at=c(min(t[nit ,]),max(t[nit ,])), labels=c("0",

round(max(t[nit ,]), digits =2)))

legend("topright",legend=c("nit =150","nit=1"),lty=1:2,

bg="gray90")

mtext("p(t)",side=3,line=1,font =2)

dev.off()

#ft changes ---

dft=list.files(path="xx",pattern="ft_delta_",full.names=TRUE)

ft_delta_0002= read.table(dft [1])

x = c(1: ncol(ft_delta_0002))

y = c(1: nrow(ft_delta_0002))

pdf("results/ft_changes.pdf",useDingbats=FALSE)

par(mfrow=c(3,5))

image(x,y,t(ft_delta_0002),col=c("gray","black"),axes=FALSE ,

ann=FALSE)

box()

axis(1,at=nt/2,labels=paste("ft changes=",num_ch_ft[1]))

axis(3,at=nt/2,labels=paste("nit =",1,"(nt =",nt,")"))

for(i in 1:14){

image(x,y,t(read.table(dft[i*10])),col=c("gray","black"),

axes=FALSE , ann=FALSE)

box()

axis(1,at=nt/2,labels=num_ch_ft[i*10])
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axis(3,at=nt/2,labels=paste("nit =",i*10))}

dev.off()

#gt changes ---

dgt=list.files(path="xx",pattern="gt_delta_",full.names=TRUE)

gt_delta_0002= read.table(dgt [1])

x = c(1: ncol(gt_delta_0002))

y = c(1: nrow(gt_delta_0002))

pdf("results/gt_changes.pdf",useDingbats=FALSE)

par(mfrow=c(3,5))

image(x,y,t(gt_delta_0002),col=c("gray","black"),axes=FALSE ,

ann=FALSE)

box()

axis(1,at=nt/2,labels=paste("gt changes=",num_ch_gt[1]))

axis(3,at=nt/2,labels=paste("nit =",1,"(nt =",nt,")"))

for(i in 1:14){

image(x,y,t(read.table(dgt[i*10])),col=c("gray","black"),

axes=FALSE , ann=FALSE)

box()

axis(1,at=nt/2,labels=num_ch_gt[i*10])

axis(3,at=nt/2,labels=paste("nit =",i*10))}

dev.off()

# --------------------------

# Aditional Iters

# --------------------------

setwd("c:/works/Tesi/analysis/nt05")

nt=05

nit =5296

prevIters =5200

nlim=nit -prevIters

gtFiles=list.files(pattern="gt",full.names=FALSE)

tFiles=list.files(pattern="pt",full.names=FALSE)

ftFiles=list.files(pattern="ft",full.names=FALSE)

gt=array(0,c(nlim ,nra ,nt))

t=matrix(0,nlim ,nt)

ft=array(0,c(nlim ,nca ,nt))

for(k in 1:nit){

l=k-5200

#l=k

t[l,]= unlist(read.table(tFiles[k]))
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gt[l,,]= unlist(read.table(gtFiles[k]))

ft[l,,]= unlist(read.table(ftFiles[k]))}

#k.dist =100

#distance=dist(N,gt[k.dist ,,],t[k.dist ,],ft[k.dist ,,])

# Chars ---

#ft Chars ---

for(k in 1:nlim){

ftchars=chars(ft[k,,],t[k,],features)

li=nchar(k)

if (li==1) {write.table(ftchars ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_char_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==2) {write.table(ftchars ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_char_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==3) {write.table(ftchars ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_char_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==4) {write.table(ftchars ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_char_",k),sep="",collapse=""))}}

#gt Chars ---

for(k in 1:nlim){

gtchars=chars(gt[k,,],t[k,],kmers)

li=nchar(k)

if (li==1) {write.table(gtchars ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_char_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==2) {write.table(gtchars ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_char_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==3) {write.table(gtchars ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_char_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==4) {write.table(gtchars ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_char_",k),sep="",collapse=""))}}

# Changes ---

#ft Changes ---

ftD=list.files(path="xy",pattern="ft_char_",full.names=TRUE)

num_ch_ft=c()

for(k in 2:nlim){

m1=read.table(ftD[k-1])

m2=read.table(ftD[k])

chft=incr(m1,m2)

num_ch_ft[k-1]= chft$changes

li=nchar(k)

if (li==1) {write.table(chft$delta ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_delta_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chft$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_deltaG_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))}
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if (li==2) {write.table(chft$delta ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_delta_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chft$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_deltaG_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==3) {write.table(chft$delta ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_delta_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chft$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_deltaG_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==4) {write.table(chft$delta ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_delta_",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chft$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xy/ft_deltaG_",k),sep="",collapse=""))}}

write.table(num_ch_ft,file="xy/num_ch_ft")

#gt Changes ---

gtD=list.files(path="xy",pattern="gt_char_",full.names=TRUE)

num_ch_gt=c()

for(k in 2:nlim){

m1=read.table(gtD[k-1])

m2=read.table(gtD[k])

chgt=incr(m1,m2)

num_ch_gt[k-1]= chgt$changes

li=nchar(k)

if (li==1) {write.table(chgt$delta ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_delta_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chgt$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_deltaG_000",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==2) {write.table(chgt$delta ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_delta_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chgt$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_deltaG_00",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==3) {write.table(chgt$delta ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_delta_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chgt$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_deltaG_0",k),sep="",collapse=""))}

if (li==4) {write.table(chgt$delta ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_delta_",k),sep="",collapse=""))

write.table(chgt$deltaGraph ,

file=paste(c("xy/gt_deltaG_",k),sep="",collapse=""))}}

write.table(num_ch_gt,file="xy/num_ch_gt")

# ---------

# Results

# ---------
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#gt=read.table("gt_0150")

#t=read.table("pt_0150")t=t$x

#ft=read.table("ft_0150")

#ngt_150= matrix(0,nrow(ft),ncol(ft))

#ngt_150= chars(ft,t,features)

#write.table(ngt_150,file=" results/ngt_150")

#index=idx(t)

#t_150=t[index]

#write.table(t_150,file=" results/t_150")

#nft_150= matrix(0,nrow(ft),ncol(ft))

#nft_150= chars(ft,t,features)

#write.table(nft_150,file=" results/nft_150")

# --------

# Compare

# --------

setwd("c:/works/Tesi/Thesis")

#nt=05

ft150 .05= read.table("../nt05/ft_0150")

ft150 .05=as.matrix(ft150 .05)

row.names(ft150 .05)=c()

colnames(ft150 .05)=c()

sft=rowSums(ft150 .05)

for(i in 1:nca){ft150 .05[i,]= ft150 .05[i,]/sft[i]}

gt150 .05= read.table("../nt05/gt_0150")

gt150 .05=as.matrix(gt150 .05)

row.names(gt150 .05)=c()

colnames(gt150 .05)=c()

sgt=rowSums(gt150 .05)

for(i in 1:nra){gt150 .05[i,]= gt150 .05[i,]/sgt[i]}

pt150 .05= read.table("../nt05/pt_0150")

pt150 .05= pt150 .05$x

ft150 .05c=chars(ft150.05,pt150 .05, features)

gt150 .05c=chars(gt150.05,pt150 .05,kmers)

View(ft150 .05c[1:10 ,])

View(gt150 .05c[1:10 ,])

write.table(ft150 .05c,file="ft150_05_c")

write.table(gt150 .05c,file="gt150_05_c")

write.table(ft150.05,file="ft150_05")

write.table(gt150.05,file="gt150_05")
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#nt=10

ft150 .10= read.table("../nt10/ft_0150")

ft150 .10=as.matrix(ft150 .10)

row.names(ft150 .10)=c()

colnames(ft150 .10)=c()

sft=rowSums(ft150 .10)

for(i in 1:nca){ft150 .10[i,]= ft150 .10[i,]/sft[i]}

gt150 .10= read.table("../nt10/gt_0150")

gt150 .10=as.matrix(gt150 .10)

row.names(gt150 .10)=c()

colnames(gt150 .10)=c()

sgt=rowSums(gt150 .10)

for(i in 1:nra){gt150 .10[i,]= gt150 .10[i,]/sgt[i]}

pt150 .10= read.table("../nt10/pt_0150")

pt150 .10= pt150 .10$x

ft150 .10c=chars(ft150.10,pt150 .10, features)

gt150 .10c=chars(gt150.10,pt150 .10,kmers)

View(ft150 .10c[1:10 ,])

View(gt150 .10c[1:10 ,])

write.table(ft150 .10c,file="ft150_10_c")

write.table(gt150 .10c,file="gt150_10_c")

write.table(ft150.10,file="ft150_10")

write.table(gt150.10,file="gt150_10")

#nt=15

ft150 .15= read.table("../nt15/ft_0150")

ft150 .15=as.matrix(ft150 .15)

row.names(ft150 .15)=c()

colnames(ft150 .15)=c()

sft=rowSums(ft150 .15)

for(i in 1:nca){ft150 .15[i,]= ft150 .15[i,]/sft[i]}

gt150 .15= read.table("../nt15/gt_0150")

gt150 .15=as.matrix(gt150 .15)

row.names(gt150 .15)=c()

colnames(gt150 .15)=c()

sgt=rowSums(gt150 .15)

for(i in 1:nra){gt150 .15[i,]= gt150 .15[i,]/sgt[i]}

pt150 .15= read.table("../nt15/pt_0150")

pt150 .15= pt150 .15$x

ft150 .15c=chars(ft150.15,pt150 .15, features)

gt150 .15c=chars(gt150.15,pt150 .15,kmers)

View(ft150 .15c[1:10 ,])

View(gt150 .15c[1:10 ,])

write.table(ft150 .15c,file="ft150_15_c")

write.table(gt150 .15c,file="gt150_15_c")
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write.table(ft150.15,file="ft150_15")

write.table(gt150.15,file="gt150_15")

#nt=20

ft150 .20= read.table("../nt20/ft_0150")

ft150 .20=as.matrix(ft150 .20)

row.names(ft150 .20)=c()

colnames(ft150 .20)=c()

sft=rowSums(ft150 .20)

for(i in 1:nca){ft150 .20[i,]= ft150 .20[i,]/sft[i]}

gt150 .20= read.table("../nt20/gt_0150")

gt150 .20=as.matrix(gt150 .20)

row.names(gt150 .20)=c()

colnames(gt150 .20)=c()

sgt=rowSums(gt150 .20)

for(i in 1:nra){gt150 .20[i,]= gt150 .20[i,]/sgt[i]}

pt150 .20= read.table("../nt20/pt_0150")

pt150 .20= pt150 .20$x

ft150 .20c=chars(ft150.20,pt150 .20, features)

gt150 .20c=chars(gt150.20,pt150 .20,kmers)

View(ft150 .20c[1:10 ,])

View(gt150 .20c[1:10 ,])

write.table(ft150 .20c,file="ft150_20_c")

write.table(gt150 .20c,file="gt150_20_c")

write.table(ft150.20,file="ft150_20")

write.table(gt150.20,file="gt150_20")

#nt=25

ft150 .25= read.table("../nt25/ft_0150")

ft150 .25=as.matrix(ft150 .25)

row.names(ft150 .25)=c()

colnames(ft150 .25)=c()

sft=rowSums(ft150 .25)

for(i in 1:nca){ft150 .25[i,]= ft150 .25[i,]/sft[i]}

gt150 .25= read.table("../nt25/gt_0150")

gt150 .25=as.matrix(gt150 .25)

row.names(gt150 .25)=c()

colnames(gt150 .25)=c()

sgt=rowSums(gt150 .25)

for(i in 1:nra){gt150 .25[i,]= gt150 .25[i,]/sgt[i]}

pt150 .25= read.table("../nt25/pt_0150")pt150 .25= pt150 .25$x

ft150 .25c=chars(ft150.25,pt150 .25, features)

gt150 .25c=chars(gt150.25,pt150 .25,kmers)

View(ft150 .25c[1:10 ,])

View(gt150 .25c[1:10 ,])
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write.table(ft150 .25c,file="ft150_25_c")

write.table(gt150 .25c,file="gt150_25_c")

write.table(ft150.25,file="ft150_25")

write.table(gt150.25,file="gt150_25")

#nt=30

ft150 .30= read.table("../nt30/ft_0150")

ft150 .30=as.matrix(ft150 .30)

row.names(ft150 .30)=c()

colnames(ft150 .30)=c()

sft=rowSums(ft150 .30)

for(i in 1:nca){ft150 .30[i,]= ft150 .30[i,]/sft[i]}

gt150 .30= read.table("../nt30/gt_0150")

gt150 .30=as.matrix(gt150 .30)

row.names(gt150 .30)=c()

colnames(gt150 .30)=c()

sgt=rowSums(gt150 .30)

for(i in 1:nra){gt150 .30[i,]= gt150 .30[i,]/sgt[i]}

pt150 .30= read.table("../nt30/pt_0150")

pt150 .30= pt150 .30$x

ft150 .30c=chars(ft150.30,pt150 .30, features)

gt150 .30c=chars(gt150.30,pt150 .30,kmers)

View(ft150 .30c[1:10 ,])

View(gt150 .30c[1:10 ,])

write.table(ft150 .30c,file="ft150_30_c")

write.table(gt150 .30c,file="gt150_30_c")

write.table(ft150.30,file="ft150_30")

write.table(gt150.30,file="gt150_30")

#nt=40

ft150 .40= read.table("../nt40/ft_0150")

ft150 .40=as.matrix(ft150 .40)

row.names(ft150 .40)=c()

colnames(ft150 .40)=c()

sft=rowSums(ft150 .40)

for(i in 1:nca){ft150 .40[i,]= ft150 .40[i,]/sft[i]}

gt150 .40= read.table("../nt40/gt_0150")

gt150 .40=as.matrix(gt150 .40)

row.names(gt150 .40)=c()

colnames(gt150 .40)=c()

sgt=rowSums(gt150 .40)

for(i in 1:nra){gt150 .40[i,]= gt150 .40[i,]/sgt[i]}

pt150 .40= read.table("../nt40/pt_0150")pt150 .40= pt150 .40$x

ft150 .40c=chars(ft150.40,pt150 .40, features)

gt150 .40c=chars(gt150.40,pt150 .40,kmers)
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View(ft150 .40c[1:10 ,])

View(gt150 .40c[1:10 ,])

write.table(ft150 .40c,file="ft150_40_c")

write.table(gt150 .40c,file="gt150_40_c")

write.table(ft150.40,file="ft150_40")

write.table(gt150.40,file="gt150_40")

#nt=50

ft150 .50= read.table("../nt50/ft_0150")

ft150 .50=as.matrix(ft150 .50)

row.names(ft150 .50)=c()

colnames(ft150 .50)=c()

sft=rowSums(ft150 .50)

for(i in 1:nca){ft150 .50[i,]= ft150 .50[i,]/sft[i]}

gt150 .50= read.table("../nt50/gt_0150")

gt150 .50=as.matrix(gt150 .50)

row.names(gt150 .50)=c()

colnames(gt150 .50)=c()

sgt=rowSums(gt150 .50)

for(i in 1:nra){gt150 .50[i,]= gt150 .50[i,]/sgt[i]}

pt150 .50= read.table("../nt50/pt_0150")pt150 .50= pt150 .50$x

ft150 .50c=chars(ft150.50,pt150 .50, features)

gt150 .50c=chars(gt150.50,pt150 .50,kmers)

View(ft150 .50[1:10 ,])

View(gt150 .50[1:10 ,])

write.table(ft150 .50c,file="ft150_50_c")

write.table(gt150 .50c,file="gt150_50_c")

write.table(ft150.50,file="ft150_50")

write.table(gt150.50,file="gt150_50")
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Output of PLSA

1. Graphical output for 5 clusters and 150 iterations
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Figure 1. Main Auxiliary Results of PLSA execution for 5 terms choice.
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Figure 2. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix p(g|t)
for 5 terms choice.
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Figure 3. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix p(f |t)
for 5 terms choice.
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2. Graphical output for 10 clusters and 150 iterations
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Figure 4. Main Auxiliary Results of PLSA execution for 10 terms choice
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Figure 5. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix p(g|t)
for 10 terms choice.
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Figure 6. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix p(f |t)
for 10 terms choice.
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3. Graphical output for 15 clusters and 150 iterations
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Figure 7. Main Auxiliary Results of PLSA execution for 15 terms choice
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Figure 8. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix p(g|t)
for 15 terms choice.
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Figure 9. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix p(f |t)
for 15 terms choice.



84 C. OUTPUT OF PLSA

4. Graphical output for 20 clusters and 150 iterations
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Figure 10. Main Auxiliary Results of PLSA execution for 20
terms choice
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Figure 11. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(g|t) for 20 terms choice.
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Figure 12. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(f |t) for 20 terms choice.
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5. Graphical output for 25 clusters and 150 iterations
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Figure 13. Main Auxiliary Results of PLSA execution for 25
terms choice
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Figure 14. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(g|t) for 25 terms choice.
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Figure 15. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(f |t) for 25 terms choice.
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6. Graphical output for 30 clusters and 150 iterations
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Figure 16. Main Auxiliary Results of PLSA execution for 30
terms choice
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Figure 17. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(g|t) for 30 terms choice.
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Figure 18. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(f |t) for 30 terms choice.
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7. Graphical output for 40 clusters and 150 iterations
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Figure 19. Main Auxiliary Results of PLSA execution for 40
terms choice
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Figure 20. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(g|t) for 40 terms choice.
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Figure 21. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(f |t) for 40 terms choice.
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8. Graphical output for 50 clusters and 150 iterations
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Figure 22. Main Auxiliary Results of PLSA execution for 50
terms choice.
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Figure 23. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(g|t) for 50 terms choice.
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Figure 24. Changes of consecutive probability rank in matrix
p(f |t) for 50 terms choice.


